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ABSTRACT
Welding is one of the most prevalent techniques for mechanical fastening of metals.
Recent developments in welding technology have led to welding techniques being more
readily employed in safety-critical engineering structures. Since the existence of
residual stresses and material property variation around welds affects the mechanical
performance and thereby structural integrity, it is essential to improve our knowledge in
understanding and modelling the mechanical response of the welded structures. The
present work focuses on mechanical characterizations of such structures. This work can
be broadly classified into two parts; the first part investigates the residual stress
distribution in welded specimens of different metals and the second part presents
investigations of mechanical properties in welded specimen using full-field optical
techniques.
A newly invented destructive technique for residual stress measurement, the contour
method, was used for the investigations of the residual stress in welded joints in this
study. The principle of the contour method is based on a variation of Bueckner's
superposition theory. By means of a single straight cut, the 2D residual stress
component normal to the region of interest can be determined. In this work, first the
numerical simulations of the contour method using two and three dimensional bodies
have been demonstrated. The contour method was then applied to one-pass and threepass groove weld specimens and the results obtained from the contour method were
compared to those obtained by the neutron diffraction strain measurement technique.
The capability of the contour method to measure multiple residual stress components
was also investigated in this project. A recent development of the contour method of
stress measurement, the multi-axial contour method, permits measurement of the 3D
residual stress distribution in a body, based on the assumption that the residual stresses
are due to an inelastic misfit strain (eigenstrain) that does not change when a sample
containing residual stresses is sectioned. The eigenstrain is derived from measured
displacements due to residual stress relaxation when the specimen is sectioned. By
carrying out multiple cuts, the full residual stress tensor in a continuously processed
body can then be determined. In this study, finite element simulations of the technique
were carried out to verify the method numerically. The method was then used to
determine the residual stresses in a VPP A-welded sample, and the results were validated
by neutron diffraction measurements.
As part of the characterization of the welded structures, a study was undertaken to
develop a method of extracting local mechanical properties from weld metal by strain
mapping using the digital image correlation (DIC) technique. The feasibility of
determining local stress-strain behaviour in the weld zone of a 316H stainless steel pipe
with a girth weld was investigated by tensile tests on miniature and standard tensile test
specimens. In addition, electron speckle pattern interferometry (ESP I) was utilized to
obtain the full-field strain maps of a standard tensile specimen during loading and
compared to those obtained in the same specimen by digital image correlation in order
to verify the DIC measurements.
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CHAPTER!

INTRODUCTION

Residual stresses are those stresses that can exist within a material in the absence of
any externally applied loads or self load. They can be introduced into the material by
virtually all manufacturing processes that cause thermal or compositional gradients
or that involve plastic deformation. Thus, they can be produced by forming, joining,
machining, heat treatment, abrasion and many other relatively simple processes. The
importance of residual stresses in the structural integrity of materials and
components is due to the fact that they can have the same effects on a material as
stresses generated by applied loads. They can add to an externally applied load to
cause yield, for example, even though the external load on its own may not be high
enough to do so. As they can cause premature failure if they are not accounted for, it
is imperative that their magnitude and distribution within materials are known in
safety-critical structures.

Although numerical methods are now commonly employed to model residual stress
generation, experimental measurements are often required to validate the
predictions. This is especially true when the material in question has gone through a
complicated fabrication process, such as welding. The measurement methods can be
classified into two categories. Destructive techniques are based on the principle that

1

the strain measured in a material as a result of sectioning, or removing, part of the
material is directly related to the residual stresses in the material before the cut is
made. Examples include hole drilling, layer removal, compliance and contour
methods. Non-destructive methods rely on the measurement of the change in certain
physical properties of the material, such as lattice spacings or magnetic properties,
due to the residual stresses. Diffraction methods, which use X-rays or neutrons, are
currently amongst the most popular measurement techniques, though they do have
some limitations. For example, although neutron diffraction is non-destructive and
provides multi-axial stress components, it is time consuming and sensitive to
microstructural changes.

Many manufacturing processes, such as welding do not only generate residual
stresses but also cause changes in the microstructure. These changes include local
variations in size, shape and crystallographic orientations of grains, and size and
distribution of precipitates, which have strong influence on mechanical properties
and global performance of the material. It is therefore essential to determine the
mechanical behaviour of material at the local level. These local variations in
properties are usually very steep and their measurement therefore requires
techniques with high special resolution. Optical techniques for strain measurements,
such as speckle interferometry, moire interferometry and digital image correlation,
are well suited for this purpose. Once the local stress strain curves are obtained, the
global performance of a welded structure can then be determined by successfully
implementing the constitutive stress-strain response in the weld region, together
with the residual stress information, into numerical modelling codes.

2

One of the aims of this work was to measure residual stresses in welded materials.
For this purpose, the newly invented contour method, which allows a map of 2D
residual stress component normal to a cut surface to be determined, is used as a
measurement tool. In addition, potential improvements to the contour method have
been investigated. This involved the use of the eigenstrain concept to calculate the
full original stress tensor on the first cut of the specimens. Furthermore, the digital
image correlation technique is utilized to investigate the mechanical properties of
cross weld samples.

The outline of this work is briefly presented below

Chapter 1 includes the motivation of this project work done in this thesis.

Chapter 2 introduces the major concepts that have been extensively used in this
project. They are the theories of elasticity and plasticity, and the subject of residual
stresses along with a brief description of the different techniques used to measure
them. The welding technology together with a brief description of the different
welding methods is also given in this chapter.

In chapter 3, some popular optical techniques are briefly described. Then, the
principle of the digital image correlation method (DIC) is given in detail. Finally,
the experimental validation of the DIC with the help of strain gauge measurement on
a tensile specimen made of 2024-T351 aluminium alloy is presented.

3

Chapter 4 gives the details of the study where the digital image correlation method
was used to investigate the variation of mechanical properties in a stainless steel
pipe girth weld manufactured by multi-pass arc welding, by perfonning tensile tests
on micro mechanical test specimens cut out from various positions in the welded
pipe. The results obtained from these micro-specimens were compared with the
standard cross-weld tensile specimen. In addition, electron spackle pattern
interferometry (ESPI) was used to obtain the full-field strain map of a standard
tensile specimen together with digital image correlation in order to see the
agreement level between two independent strain measurement methods.

In chapter 5, the theoretical background to the contour method is given. Then, the

fundamental steps of the contour method and their experimental procedures are
explained. Next, numerical validations of this technique on 2D and 3D bodies are
demonstrated. Then the results of the measurement using contour method on I-pass
and 3-pass groove weld specimens are given. Finally, these results are compared to
those obtained using neutron diffi'action technique.

Chapter 6 focuses on the numerical exploration of the multi-axial contour method.
The definition of eigenstrain and the methodology of the multi-axial contour method
are given in detail. Then a numerical validation of the technique for 2D and 3D
geometrical specimens is undertaken using finite element simulation.

In chapter 7 an investigation on the capability of the multi-axial contour method
using a residually stressed sample is presented. The residual stress in a VPPA

4

AA2024-T351 weld is investigated and the results obtained by the multi-axial
contour method are compared with neutron diffraction results.

Finally, overall conclusions are drawn and future work is given in Chapter 8.

s

CHAPTER 2

INTRODUCTION TO STRESS ANALYSIS

2.1 Introduction
In this chapter the background knowledge which is specially required for the
research work in this dissertation is given. The tensor analysis, the theory of
elasticity, along with the description of stress and strain and their relation in the
perspective of continuum mechanics are described. Then, an overview of the origin
of residual stress, its types and measuring techniques are given in this chapter.
Finally, a brief description of weld technology together with popular welding
techniques is given.

2.2 Tensor Analysis
Tensors, independent of the choice of any coordinate system, enable the expression
of physical quantities in array form, such as stress components at a point, which it is
not possible to show as a vector field. Tensors are described by their order. The
number of components in a tensor is determined by 3N, where N is the order (or
rank) of the tensor.

Some physical quantities which possess magnitude only and are independent of any
reference coordinates (direction) are known as scalars and have one component
6

(tensor of order zero). Quantities having magnitude and direction are called vectors.
Vectors are tensors of order one and have three components in the tensor. There are
higher order tensors in mathematical concepts such as the stress-strain field at a
point, altering (permutation) tensor, and stiffness-compliance matrix illustrated as
follow.

Scalars: Tensor of order zero, 1 component
Vectors: Tensor of order one, Ui: i=I:3, 3 components
Stress-Strain: Tensors of order two

(Tij' E jj ,

9 components

Alternating Tensor: Tensors of order three Vijh 27 components
Stiffness-Compliance: Tensors of order four

Cj1kl,Sijkl'

81 components

2.2.1 Indicial Notation
Indicial notation is widely utilized to represent general equations in single
expressions. Consider an arbitrary vector it = (u;(,uy,u z ) whose components are
indexed by the coordinate labels x, yand z. This vector can also be expressed as
it = (Ul'U 2.U3 ) or just

Ui (i=I,

2, 3). The range of index i is a set of integer values 1 to

3. When the index i is not repeatable in a term, it is called a free index. When an
index appears twice in a term, it is comprehended to sum over the range of index
and called a dummy index.

There are two important tensor functions used in indicial notation: Kronecker's delta
function and the permutation symbol. Kronecker's b function is defined as

7

_{I
Ojj -

o

iji=j

(2.1)

iji:t:j

Eq. (2.1) clearly shows that the value is non-zero only if i=j. In other words, the
Kronecker's function gives an identity matrix. The other useful function in
continuum mechanics is the permutation symbol. This third order tensor is defined
by

+1

iji=j

if i,j,k are an even permutation of 1,2,3
if i,j,k are an odd permutation of 1,2,3

o

iji=j

(2.2)

if i,j,k are not a permutation of 1,2,3

A Schematic showing the even and odd cyclic permutations is given in Figure 2.1.
In the case of even permutation, ijk is one of the options 123, 231 or 312 that swap
indices of 123. For an odd permutation, ijk is indexed as 132, 321 or 213. If any two
values of indices get the same number such as 112 then the value of the permutation
symbol is zero.

There is a relationship between Kronecker's delta and the permutation symbol [1],
specified by
(2.3)

where k, I, sand t are the indices.

2.2.2 Vector operations
In most cases, perpendicular axes are typically defined by a coordinate system and
any vector can be articulated by base vectors. If we consider the coordinate system
(Figure 2.2) with its operator, one can be written as

8

(2.4)

v= viii- + v2-i2 + v3i3in which Ii and

vare vectors and

~, ~ and ~ are unit base vectors. The scalar or dot

product of the two vectors in Eq. (2.4) is given by
(2.5)

or the dot product with the Kronecker delta can be expressed by

(2.6)
The vector or cross product of the same two vectors is given by

lixv=

~

i2

4

UI

U2

U3

VI

v2

V3

=

(U 2V3

-U3V2)~ +(U3VI-UIV3)~ + (U 1V2 -U2VI)~

(2.7)

using the pennutation symbol, the cross product can be written in indicial notation
by

(2.8)
The differentiation of tensor components with respect to the coordinates is known as
the vector operator V and expressed by
(2.9)

Eq. (2.9) is written in the conventional fonn
(2.10)

There are several important differentiation operators seen in mathematical concepts
[2] and given by

9

•

Gradient of a scalar field

rp(XI ,X2 ,X3 )

(2.11)

. d IVU

aUI aU 2 aU3
= nv'U- =-+-+-=u
...
aX
aX
aX
I

•

2

(2.12)

1.1

Curl of a vector field

'2
a a
curZ- =i7
v xu = -a ax
4

U

Xl

Ul

•

3

z
Uz

~

a

(2.13)

aX =V ;j/cUIc,j'
3
U3

Laplace operator for gradient of a scalar field

rp(x p X Z'x3 )

(2.14)

where a comma denotes partial differentiation with respect to the variable Xi'

2.3 Elasticity and Plasticity Theories of Solids
The behaviour of materials under load depends on the extent of defonnation. The
theory of elasticity is concerned with mechanical behaviour of materials when the
external forces applied do not exceed a certain limit, the so-called yield stress. The
theory of plasticity deals with the mechanical response of materials under loads
which are above the yield limit. In this section, the theories of elasticity and
plasticity will be given.
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2.3.1 The Stress-Strain Curve
Solid bodies which are subjected to a small load deform. On removal of the applied
load, solids return to the undeformed configuration, and this is known as elastic
deformation. Such deformation depends only on a stress magnitude and not loading
history. When the load exceeds a certain threshold value known as the elastic limit,
or yield stress (ay), permanent dimensional changes begin and this is known as
plastic deformation. For a uniaxial tension test, experiments show a typical stressstrain relationship as given in Figure 2.3. In this plot,

(J

characterizes engineering

stress obtained as
F

(2.15)

(J=-,

Ao

in which F is the applied load and Ao is the original cross sectional area normal to
the tensile test direction, and Eo is engineering strain defined as

Eo

=

L-Lo ,
La

(2.16)

where Lo is the original gauge length of the specimen and L is the current gauge
length of the specimen.

In Figure 2.3, the stress-strain curve is separated by the yield point B into two
different ranges which are the elastic range and the plastic range. In the elastic
range, with an increase in load, the stress-strain-state point moves upward along the
curve and with a decrease in load the point moves downward along the same path.
Until the proportional limit A, there is a constant ratio between stress and strain,
which is described by the so-called Hooke's Law. Between the proportional limit A
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and elastic limit B, the material is elastic but the stress-strain relationship is not
constant any longer.

In the plastic range, however, for a decrease in load from a point such as C, the point
moves downward along the path CD, essentially parallel with the linear elastic
portion of the curve. At D, the stress becomes zero and the permanent plastic
straine P remains.

The recoverable elastic strain from C is labelled ee in Figure 2.3. A reloading from
D back to C would follow very closely the path CD. On a return to C, a load
increase is required to cause further deformation, a condition referred to as work
hardening or strain hardening. It is clear in the plastic range that the stress for a
given strain depends on the entire loading history. With further increasing of the
load, the stress reaches a maximum value, called the ultimate stress, at point E and
the specimen begins to neck. Beyond the ultimate load the material flows and at a
point F in the curve of Figure 2.3 the specimen breaks.

During the test, the original dimensions of the specimen change depending on the
load. For small deformations, the change in the cross sectional area is negligible.
Therefore, the initial cross sectional area is used to calculate engineering stressstrain values and it is chosen as constant in engineering applications. However, the
case is different for plastic deformation. The change in cross sectional area is
significant. Hence, the use of true stress-strain curves takes this into account [3]. The
relationship between true and engineering stresses or strains are determined by the
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assumption that the volume of the deformed specimen remains constant during the
plastic deformation such that

v = AoLo = AL,

(2.17)

where V is the volume of specimen and A is the current cross sectional area. The true
stress is expressed in terms of engineering stress by
(2.18)
in which liL is the elongation

III

the gauge length. In a similar manner, the

relationship between true strain and engineering strain is given by
L
L
Jdx
-=In(L)-ln(Lo)=ln-=ln
x

+liL

L

E=

4

Lo

0

Lo

=In(1+Eo)'

(2.19)

In a tensile test, true stress is greater than engineering stress and true strain is smaller
than the engineering strain.

2.3.2 Components of Stress
Consider a deformable body in equilibrium being subjected to external forces as
shown in Figure 2.4. Due to these external forces, internal distribution of forces per
unit area are produced that balance and react to the external forces acting on the
body. The amount of the internal force per unit area is defined by stress. Stress is a
tensor of order two hence it has nine components.

Taking an infinitesimal cubic element at any arbitrary point in the body such as the
point P, the stress components at that point can be expressed in matrix form
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(2.20)

in Eq. (2.20), the nine quantities are known as the Cartesian components of stress.
The first index of each component implies the direction of the nonnal to the plane
and second index indicates stress component acting in that plane. The components
perpendicular to the planes are called nonnal stresses (O' xx' O'yy' O'zz) and the
components acting in the plane are called shear stresses ( O'xy , O'yx ' O'xz' O'zx' O' yz ' O'ZY ).

2.3.2.1 Equation of Equilibrium
In the simplest way, the equilibrium equations can be obtained by means of an
infinitesimal cubic element with dimensions dx, dy and dz as given in Figure 2.5.
The stress components acting on the surfaces for both positive and negative
directions are denoted in the figure. (The partial differentiation tenns on each
positive surface are due to the continuity of stresses in a body [1]).

In order to satisfy equilibrium in this infinitesimal parallelepiped, the net force in
each direction must be zero. Force components for each surface are calculated by
multiplying the area of the side by stress components acting on that surface. For the
X direction total force is

J

l.1wl

dO'xx
(dO'yX
( U xx +-a;-dx dydz-O'xxdydz+ u yx +iiY dy rZ-UyxdxdZ

+( u +d~u dz ~ tI

tI"dxdy

+F,dxdydz = O.

Simplifying Eq. (2.21), we get
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(2.21)

(2.22)
Similarly, the equilibrium equations for the other two directions are found as

dalY aO' yy dO' ::;y
- - + - - + - - + F =0,
ax dy az Y

(2.23)

(2.24)
Where, Fx ' Fy and Fz are body forces in X, Yand Z directions respectively. Eqs.
(2.22-2.24) can be expressed in notation form as
(2.25)
In addition, the resultant moment on the cube must be zero to satisfy equilibrium.
Taking the moment of the forces about each coordinate axis and simplifying the
result [1], one can obtain the relation:
(2.26)
This proves that the stress tensor is symmetric.

2.3.3 Deformation and Strain Tensor
Figure 2.6 demonstrates both the undeformed configuration of a material continuum
with coordinate system OX I X 2 X 3 and deformed (spatial) configuration of the same
continuum with coordinate system OX; X; X;. Any arbitrary point such as point B
moves to B* after deformation and the vector u which links the points Band B* is a
known displacement vector and can be expressed as
(2.27)
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In Eq. (2.27) the displacement vector

Uj

can be denoted as a partial differential

equation with respect to the initial (undeformed) configuration to get the material
displacement gradient as
(2.28)
or with respect to the deformed configuration to obtain the spatial displacement
gradient as
(2.29)
The position in the deformed configuration can be expressed by using undeformed
coordinate variables as
(2.30)
Eq. (2.30) is known as the Lagrangian description [4]. On the other hand, the
expression of the location in the undeformed configuration by means of the
deformed coordinate system is called the an Eulerian description and written as
(2.31)
Assuming differentially small lines such as AB of length dX remain as differentially
small lines A *B* of length dX* after deformation, the differential distances dX and
dX· are

(2.32)

dX * =
i

ax; dX ..

ax

j

(2.33)

J

The square of the differential lengths of Eqs. (2.32 - 2.33) are
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(2.34)
(2.35)
or this expressions can be shown in the open fonn as follows
( dX)2 = aX k

aX dX~dX~
k

ax~ ax~

J

I

I

(2.36)

J'

(2.37)
Using the square of differential lengths (2.34) and (2.37) the difference
( dX • )

2
-

(dX ) 2 for two small line segments are found as

(2.38)
Alternatively, by means of Eqs. (2.35) and (2.36), Eq. (2.38) can be written as
(2.39)
where Lij and Eij are second order tensors
L

_!(ax; ax; -8 )
2 ax, ax

Ij -

j

(2.40)

Ij'

(2.41)

and called Lagrangian and Eulerian finite strain tensors respectively. Substituting
material displacement gradient (2.28) into Eq. (2.40) and spatial displacement
gradient (2.29) into Eq. (2.41), Lagrangian and Eulerian finite strain tensors may be
expressed by displacement gradients as
(2.42)
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(2.43)

If the displacement gradient terms in the Lagrangian and Eulerian finite strain

tensors are small enough compared to the body, then the product terms can be
neglected since they are much smaller than the displacement gradient terms.
Therefore the Lagrangian and Eulerian finite strain tensors will be nearly equal and
expressed by the strain tensor as

(2.44)

2.3.4 Generalized Hooke's Law for Anisotropic Bodies
The linear relationship between stress and strain is called the Hooke's Law. Cauchy
generalized the Hooke's law for three dimensional elastic bodies, which states that
the nine components of stress are linearly related to the nine components of strain.
The stress-strain relationship is shown as
(2.45)
(2.46)
Here

S/jk/

is the compliance tensor and

C/jk/

is stiffness tensor. The relation between

these tensors is
(2.47)
CijkJ

and

SijkJ

have 81 constants. However, due to symmetry of the infinitesimal

strain tensors, i ~ and l~, the stiffness and the compliance tensors have only 36
independent constants. In addition, the compliance and stiffness matrices can be
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written as contracted notation. For instance, the stress-strain relationship for the
stiffness matrix is
(1j

= Cij£j'

(2.48)

or in matrix form
(11
(12
(13
(14
(15
(16

=

CII
C21

CI2

C13

CI4

C 22

C 23

C 24

C31

C 32

C 33

C4l

C42

C 43

CSI
C61

CS2

CS3

C34
C44
C54

CI5 CI6
C 25 C26
C35 C36
C 45 C46
C5S CS6

C 62

C63

C64

C65

C66

£1
£2
£3

(2.49)

£4
£S
£6

Conservative materials have a strain energy density function [5] and as a result, the
stiffness and compliance matrices are symmetric. i.e. C jj

=C j/ and

Sij

=Sjl' Hence,

only 21 stiffness components are actually independent and the most extreme case is
a triclinic material where there is no elastic symmetry.

If there is a plane of elastic symmetry in a body then the elastic constants have the

same values. Let 1-2 plane shown in Figure 2.2 be the plane of symmetry. Then,
elastic properties in the positive 3-direction are the same as those in the negative 3direction [6] and hence the stiffness matrix becomes

Cll Cl2 Cl3
Cl2 C22 C23
Cl3 C23 C33
Cij =
0
0
0
0
0
0
Cl6 C26 C36

0
0
0
C44

0
0
0
C4S

C4S

Css

0

0

Cl6
C26

C36
0
0
C66

(2.50)

A material having one plane of symmetry is known as a monoclinic material and has
13 independent components. If an anisotropic material has two orthogonal planes of
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symmetry, then it is called an orthotropic material. Suppose the 1-2 and 2-3 planes
are the planes of symmetry, then we get

Cij =

Cll Cl2 C13
CI2 C 22 C 23
CJ3 C23 C33

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

C44

0

0

0

0

0

0

C55

0

0

0

0

0

0

C66

(2.51)

An orthotropic materials have 9 independent elastic constants. If a material has two
orthogonal planes of symmetry, it will automatically have a third orthogonal plane
of symmetry. Hence, an orthotropic material has 3 orthogonal planes of symmetry.

If a material is elastically equivalent in three directions, it is known as an isotropic
material and has 2 independent elastic constants which are C ll and C l2 • Suppose a
material is subjected to an external tensile force along the direction 1 (uniaxial state
of stress), this applied load results in strain along that direction. The relationship
between stress and strain is expressed as
(2.52)
where E is known as the Elastic Young's Modulus. The other two strain components
will have negative values as follows
(2.53)

in which v is called the Poisson's ratio. In general case, Hooke's Law for isotropic
bodies for these two elastic constants becomes
(2.54)
or with inverse solution
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(7 ..
IJ

=~(e
. +_Vt5.. ).
1+ V
1_ 2v ekk
IJ

(2.55)

IJ

2.3.5 Yield Condition
Yield condition is defined as a mathematical relationship among the stress
components at a point that must be satisfied for the onset of plastic behaviour at the
point. Of the numerous yield conditions which have been proposed, two are
reasonably simple mathematically and accurate enough to be highly useful for the
initial yield of isotropic materials. These are the Tresca yield condition (Maximum
Shear Theory) and the von Mises yield condition (Distortion Energy Theory).

According to the Tresca [7] yield condition, when the maximum shear stress reaches
the prescribed value, yielding occurs. For given principal stresses,

(71

> (72 > (73' the

Tresca yield condition is expressed in its simple form
(2.56)
where Cy is a characteristic material parameter denoting the yield limit. In simple
tension, the maximum shear is equal to half of the yield stress:

(7y

12. Thus,

Tresca's yield condition becomes
(2.57)
According to the von Mises Yield Condition [8], when the second deviator stress
invariant reaches a specified value, yielding occurs. In terms of the principal
stresses, the von Mises yield condition states
(2.58)

In simple tension, the Eq.(2.58) becomes
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(2.59)
When stress components other than the principal stresses are employed, there are
several variations for presenting equation 2.59.

2.3.6 Plastic Stress-Strain Equations
When initial yield is reached, elastic equations can no longer be used owing to
plastic strains, which depend on the loading history. For plastic stress-strain
relations, there are two approaches which are incremental strain theories and total
strain theories. Plastic stress-strain relations are usually given in terms of
incremental strain which produce more realistic theories [9].

A general relationship between the strain increments and the stresses was developed
by Levy [10]. Later on, the same relations were studied independently by von Mises.
According to the Levy-Mises equations, as they are known, the total strain
increments

dE/j

relate to the deviatoric stress components

sij

as follows
(2.60)

in which dA is proportionality factor meaning that finite stress components are
related to incremental strains [11]. During the loading history dA can change thus it
is not a fixed constant. In equation (2.60), the elastic portion is neglected and it is
assumed that the principal axes of strain increments coincide with the principal
stress axes. The Levy-Mises equations are valid for a rigid plastic material, as it is
assumed that the total strain increments equal the plastic strain increments.
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Prandtl [12] extended Eq (2.60) to include the elastic strain. Then, Reuss [13]
assumed the plastic strain increments de/ are related to the deviatoric stress
components

Sij

by
(2.61)

Eqs. (2.61) is known as the Prandtl-Reuss equations. It provides a relationship
between the plastic strain increments and the current stress deviators. These
equations are valid for an elastic-plastic material.

In order to obtain general stress-strain relations, two assumptions are used as follows
I. There is a loading function

f ( a ij ) and plastic deformation takes place only

for f ( a ij) = k and df > 0, where k depends on the existing state of stress and
the strain history.
2. The relation between infinitesimal of stress and plastic strain is linear. If

df = 0 neutral loading occurs in this case plastic strain does not increase.
For the second condition, there is an assumption such that [14]
(2.62)
where Gij are the components of a second order symmetric tensor which are
functions of the stress components. If

Gil

is taken to be zero, the change in the

plastic strain is zero and by means of [14]:

ag-,
aa

Gij =h-

(2.63)

ij

where h is a general function of stress and strain flow, and g is known as the plastic
potential which is a scalar function of the stress. Substituting Eq. (2.63) in Eq. (2.62)
it is obtained:
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(2.64)

taking g = f [14]:
(2.65)

These equations are known as the associated flow rule.

2.3.7 Plastic Work
The work increment per unit volume may be written as:
(2.66)

If strain increments are separated into two parts as elastic and plastic portions:
(2.67)
and substituting Eq. (2.67) into the Eq.(2.66) we get:
(2.68)

If a material is plastically incompressible, the plastic work increment may be written
as:
(2.69)

For a material obeying Eq. (2.62), the plastic work increment may be expressed as
[15]:
(2.70)

where

U EQ

is equivalent stress and de:a is equivalent plastic strain.

In order to compute the current yield stress under isotropic strain hardening plastic
flow, there are two approaches. The first is the work-hardening hypothesis and
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assumes that the equivalent stress is a function of the total plastic work which is
done per unit volume:
U EQ = F(W P ),

(2.71)

where:
(2.72)
The other hardening hypothesis is the strain-hardening hypothesis and assumes that
the equivalent stress is a function of the amount of the plastic strain:
(2.73)
where H is a function depending upon the material and can be detennined
experimentally.

e:

Q

is the total equivalent strain and is equal to:
(2.74)

2.4 Physical Basis of Plasticity and Elasticity at the Atomic
Scale
It should be appreciated that so far the theories of elasticity and plasticity have been
given from a mechanics point of view since the study in this thesis is concerned with
the view of mechanics. The macroscopic and microscopic views of matter are wide,
however,

and

recent

developments

in

metallurgical

science

provide

an

understanding of many features of engineering experiments. Hence, this section is
dedicated to understanding the behaviour of metals on the atomic scale without
going into detail.
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In metals, atoms arrange in simple regular array in crystals. A crystal is a solid in
which the constituent atoms, molecules, or ions are packed in a regularly ordered
pattern extending in all three spatial dimensions. Between each adjacent atom,
attractive and repulsive interactions exist. Both these effects are extremely nonlinear
with distance and atoms have equilibrium spacing for unstressed metal under this
effect.

When a metal is subjected to load in the elastic range, the bonds between the atoms
are strained, resulting in relatively small movements and it can be assumed that this
relative movement is reversible and there is a linear relation between attractions and
change of movement from the undeformed (equilibrium) position. Therefore, there
is a linear relationship between changes of load and deformation. On the other hand,
the behaviour of crystals in the elastic range are not perfect due to misfits and gaps
in the crystal lattice. In addition, since there are many crystals with arbitrary
orientations, there are mismatches at the crystal boundaries [16].

When a larger load is applied, misfit atoms move position in response to the load. In
principle the movement of one atom results in the misfit of neighbouring atoms.
Hence, chains of movement may occur by a series of flips of individual atoms.
Imperfections in crystal structure are known as dislocations and the movement of
dislocations, driven by shear stress, results in permanent plastic deformation of the
material. If the load causing plastic deformation is removed, the dislocation
movement is not generally reversible since the force is relieved on the next atom in
line and changes are only accommodated elastically. Hence the plastic deformation
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is irreversible. Because atomic bonds are transferred when atoms move, the elastic
properties of the material remain unaffected by plastic deformation [16].

2.5 Residual Stresses
2.5.1 Definitions, Causes and Importance
Stresses acting in a body can be divided into two groups. The first kind of stresses,
referred to as applied stresses, occur in materials during the application of load.
They balance with external loading stresses. The second kind of stresses, so-called
residual stresses, is the stresses which remain in a stationary body after removal of
external loads. They are self-equilibrating where the resultant force and moments are
zero.

Residual stresses can be classified according to the scale over which they act [17].
This category allows us to select the type of residual stress measurement technique
to be implemented on a material. Three kinds of residual stresses are thus defined.
Type I denotes the almost homogenous distribution of residual stresses over many
grains of materials. These are called macrostresses. This type of stresses can be
detected by destructive methods such as the contour, hole drilling or layer removal
techniques etc.

Type II residual stresses are nearly homogenous over a few grains. Type III residual
stresses range over several atomic distances within a grain. Type II and type III
residual stresses are collectively known as microstresses. These three different kinds
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of residual stresses in multi-phase or composite materials equilibrated over different
length scales are given in Figure 2.7 [18].

Even though microstresses can contribute to failures in engineering components
these stresses are generally localized in particular grains and therefore Type I
residual stresses are generally taken into account for the design of engineering
applications since they are equilibrated within a whole body.

Almost all manufacturing processes introduce residual stresses into engineering
components. Manufacturing processes are the most common causes of residual
stress and can be classified into three main categories [19]:
(i)

Plastic defonnation or forming which includes rolling, drawing,
extruding, bending, pressing etc.

(ii)

Manufacturing processes such as welding, machining, coating, joining,
etc.

(iii)

Heat treatment such as carburizing, hardening, nitriding etc.

Different manufacturing processes causing residual stress are given in Figure 2.8
[20]. On the other hand, the existence of residual stresses may be advantageous for
engineering components depending on the sign and magnitude. It is known that cold
expansion and shot peening cause compressive residual stresses that have a
beneficial effect on the fatigue life and stress corrosion since they delay crack
initiation.
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Since residual stresses are locked-in stresses, the standard measurement techniques
used for materials under externally applied loads are not applicable to measure
residual stresses. The residual stress measurements require more sophisticated
methods, which will be discussed in the next section.

2.5.2 Residual Stress Measurement Methods
Because of the importance of residual stresses, many measurement techniques have
been developed. In general, these techniques can be broadly divided into two
groups: destructive and non-destructive. All residual stress measurement methods
have their advantages and disadvantages. There is no such technique that
overwhelms all the other techniques. There are many critical parameters to
determine which technique needs to be chosen. Some of the important parameters
are: the type of residual stresses, time, cost of the measurement, cost of the material,
structure of the material, the variation of the residual stresses with depth from the
surface, the geometry of the part, the laboratory facilities, etc.

2.5.2.1 Destructive methods
Destructive methods involve mechanical processes and residual stresses can be
determined from the measurement of relaxed deformation. These methods include
three main steps:
(i)

altering the stress state by means of machining,

(ii)

redistribution of stress state introduces deformation which is measured in
terms of displacement or strain,

(iii)

the original residual stress field is generated from the displacement or
strain field by using the theory of elasticity.
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Some important destructive techniques

In

terms of their prevalent industrial

applications and new developments are: the hole-drilling method, the ring core
technique, the layer removal method, contour method and compliance method.

2.5 .2.1.1 Hole-Drilling Methods
Hole-drilling is one of the most common techniques amongst the destructive
residual stress measurement methods since this technique can provide a simple
measurement of residual stress having a sharp gradient through the thickness of
specimen with a minimal amount of material damage. Therefore it is occasionally
termed a "semi-destructive residual stress measurement method". Hole-drilling is a
fully standardized method by ASTM (American Society for Testing and Materials)
E387-92 [21].

A specially designed strain gauge rosette as shown in Figure 2.9 is installed on the
surface of the material where the residual stress components are to be measured and
a hole is incrementally drilled at the centre of the strain gauge. While drilling, the
residual stresses are partly relieved and the resulting change in strain state is
measured by the strain gauge. An analytical equation between initial residual
stresses and radial strains measured around the hole is given [22],
(2.75)
in which

C1DIIX

and

C1min

are the maximum and minimum principal stresses, Pis the

angle between the X axis and the maximum principal direction and A and B are
calibration constants depending upon the experimental settings.
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For a thin plate, three strain results from the three-element strain gauge are sufficient
to derive three equations in the form of equation (2.75) simultaneously to get the
principal stresses at each increment of depth. In many cases, however, a drilled hole
is a blind hole where hole is incrementally drilled on one side of the surface and the
length of the drill does not reach the other side of the surface due to thickness of
material and it causes enough complex geometry to obtain analytical solution by
using Eq. (2.75). Hence, numerical methods such as finite element are employed to
predict the residual stresses along the depth of hole.

2.5.2.1.2 Crack Compliance Method
The crack compliance method involves a small slot cut incrementally across the
thickness of a part which contains residual stresses. The slot releases residual
stresses on the crack opening faces. The changing of the strains at the surface of the
body can be measured by means of strain gauges which are attached at suitable
measurement points, and strains are assessed as a function of slot depth a.
Figure 2.10 shows typical crack-compliance specimen [23]. A slot is introduced
incrementally from the top surface of the specimen by electro-discharge machining
(EDM) and strain gauges on the top and bottom surfaces record strain values at each
successive slot depth a. From these measurements, the residual stress component
normal to the cut surface (u y) can be determined through the thickness of the
specimen (X-direction). In order to get residual stress from strains measured, the
stress-intensity factor (SIF) is determined as a function of cut depth a and, by using
inversion techniques such as Schindler's inversion technique [24-25], residual stress
can be calculated. The cut can be considered as a perfect crack therefore basic
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equations relating to fracture mechanics can be used to evaluate analytical
investigation.

2.5.2.1.3 Layer Removal Method
The curvature technique is used to calculate residual stresses in simple geometries.
The theory of the method is founded on the static equilibrium of internal forces and
moments [26]. When layers of the material are progressively removed from a plate,
the static equilibrium is unbalanced and the plate consequently bends owing to
redistribution of residual stress. The shape of the curvature (Figure 2.11) depends
upon the sign of the surface stress which exists in the layer.

The implementation of this method is rapid and determination of curvature geometry
requires a simple computation in order to obtain residual stress. Depending on
experimental conditions, measurement of the curvature can be done by using strain
gauges, coordinate measurement machine (CMM), laser scanning, or optical
methods. Due to its simple implementation, this technique is widely used to
determine residual stress especially in polymeric composites and coatings. Layer
removal is valid solely in plate specimens and Type I stresses are detectable by
using this method.

2.5.2.1.4 Sectioning Method
Sectioning is another destructive technique commonly used to measure residual
stresses. There are two kinds of sectioning approaches for measurement of residual
stress. The ftrst approach is a standard sectioning method where a body is sectioned
and the deformation due to stress relief is measured [27]. The sectioning is repeated
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until there is no change of strain observed. The principle of the other approach is
based on measuring eigenstrain. Previous studies show that the source of residual
stress in a body is due to an incompatible strain field that is called eigenstrain (or
inherent strain) [28-29]. By using this methodology, sectioning does not need to be
repeated since the eigenstrain can be predicted theoretically from surface strains.
The aim of using eigenstrain for measuring residual stress is that the changing of the
geometry of the specimen alters the residual stress but it does not change the
eigenstrain distribution. This will be discussed in detail in chapter 6 when the multiaxial contour method is introduced.

One assumption of the eigenstrain approach is that residual stress along the
longitudinal direction does not vary, which is the case in a continuously processed
body. Figure 2.12 shows such a welded joint. Very thin sliced plates perpendicular
to the Z-axis (L;) and the X-axis (1) are cut out from a large original specimen R.
During the cutting process, elastic strains are directly observed at the points where
strain gauges are attached.

By the assumption that cutting does not introduce any further plastic strain, the
eigenstrain components measured by the strain gauges on the specimens L; and Tare
strains due to relaxation of residual stresses. Since the specimens are sufficiently
thin, the eigenstrain component normal to the cut planes does not contribute any
residual stress. Therefore, specimens L; only contain the eigenstrain components E~
and e~. The source of the residual stress in specimen T is due to the component of
eigenstrains E~ ,E~ and

e;z. The resulting residual stress in the specimens T and L
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are determined by means of these eigenstrain components and the three-dimensional
residual stress {(1 } can be expressed by the sum of the stress in T and L specimens.

2.5.2.2 Non-Destructive Methods
Non-destructive techniques are founded on the association between the residual
stress and physical parameters [19]. The main advantage of these methods is that
they do not involve any destruction. In other words, the initial geometry of a sample
is conserved after an experiment which allows a repeatability of measurements on
the same specimen. There are a number of non-destructive methods prevalently used
to measure residual stress and strain, including X-ray diffraction, neutron
diffraction, ultrasonic and magnetic methods. These techniques allow residual stress
of Type I, II and III to be measured.

2.5.2.2.1 X-ray diffraction
In diffraction based stress analysis a crystalline lattice is used as if it is an atomic
strain gauge. In this case, strains can be measured in the bulk of engineering
materials. The measurement depth depends upon the power of the source used in
diffraction methods such as X-ray, neutron etc. Diffraction arises when a wave
motion is incident on a set of regularly spaced scattering objects, as long as the
wavelength of the incoming wave is of the same order of magnitude as the repeat
distance between the scattering centres [30].

One of the most popular diffraction techniques is X-ray diffraction which is utilized
to determine residual stresses near to a surface. The maximum penetration of
laboratory based X-rays for most materials is only about 5-50 JUll from the surface.
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Although this is a main limitation of this method apart from complexity of the
equipments used in experiments, X-rays diffraction is widely used on engineering
materials due to its standardized method.

X-ray diffraction technique is founded on Bragg's Law [31]. If a monochromatic Xray beam of wavelength A is incident on the surface of the crystalline material as
shown in Figure 2.13, the following relation must be satisfied:

A. = 2d sin(8).

(2.76)

This is known as the Bragg's Law, where d is the distance between diffracting
lattice planes and

eis the angle between the diffracting plane and the incident beam.

If the wavelength A and the change in diffracting angle

e are known,

then the

interplanar spacing d is calculated by means of Bragg's Eq. (2.76) in order to
calculate strain e as follows
e=

d-d 0 =-cotOflO,

(2.77)

do

Where do is the stress free lattice spacing, and Ae is the change in angle.

2.5.2.2.2 Synchrotron X-ray Diffraction
The synchrotron or hard X-rays for non-destructive strain measurement method uses
a very high intensity of X-rays. As a result, the penetration of the beam into a
material is much deeper than that of the conventional X-ray technique [20].
Depending on the material type, the depth of penetration from a material surface can

be 50 mm or more. In addition, the spatial resolution of synchrotron X-rays is much
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higher owing to the ability to use a narrow beam size. Furthermore, the
measurements are much quicker than the X-ray technique.

The synchrotron comprises a circular vacuum pipe which is called a storage ring
[32] (Figure 2.14). High intensity X-rays are created by means of accelerating
electrons. The electrons are inserted into the storage ring where their speed nearly
reaches the speed of light. Electrons are directed from one straight section (insertion
device) to another via dipole magnets. Insertion devices, which consist of a periodic
array of electro magnets, are the source of synchrotron radiation. Electro magnets
subject the electron beam to an oscillating magnetic field. This causes electron
beams to follow a sinusoidal path in the orbital plane of a storage ring inside the
insertion device. The energy that is lost by the electron beam through the production
of high energy X-rays is compensated by radio frequency cavities in the storage
ring.

2.5.2.2.3 Neutron Diffraction
The neutron diffraction method is one of the most prevalent non-destructive residual
stress evaluation techniques, the principle of which for residual stress measurement
is identical with X-ray diffraction [33]. The crucial advantage of using neutron
diffraction over X-ray is much deeper penetration depths. This enables residual
stress to be measured in engineering materials with thicker sections [34]. For
instance, the penetration of neutrons can reach up to 250 mm in aluminium alloys
and 37 mm in steel.
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There are two kinds of neutron diffraction techniques which are conventional

()/2()

scanning and time of flight approaches. The first one uses a continuous
monochromatic beam from a reactor source and the shift in the angle 2() is
monitored [35]. The time of flight approach utilizes a pulsed beam from a spallation
source, where the diffraction angle is kept constant and there is variation in the
incident wavelength [36].

A schematic diagram of neutron diffraction is given in Figure 2.15. Incident neutron
beams are collimated by passing through Soller Slits. The dimensions of the
incoming beam are determined by an aperture, which is known as an incident slit.
The area where strains are to be measured is determined via a translation system on
which the specimen is mounted. Incoming beams passing into specimen are
diffracted. The diffracted beam may pass through Soller Slits or an aperture. Slits on
the incoming and diffracted beams determine the measurement area which is known
as the gauge volume.

2.5.2.2.4 Ultrasonic Method
The principle of this method is based on the variation of ultrasonic speed the change
of which in structural materials depends upon the stress magnitude. The stress is
assessed by means of the variation of wave speed. The relationship between the
ultrasonic speed and stress is given by [37]
(2.78)
where Vo is the velocity of a wave in the unstressed form of the material,

u is the

stress, and K is the acousto-elastic constant which can be determined by experiment.
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There are several kinds of experimental configurations used m experiments to
measure wave speed.

Figure 2.16 shows a schematic configuration of the ultrasonic method for surface
pitch-catch. The wave is launched by a transmitting transducer, passes through a
zone of material and reaches the receiving transducer. As the distance between the
two transducers is constant, ultrasonic travel time instead of speed can be used as a
parameter for stress measurements [38].

The main advantage of using the ultrasonic method is that interior stresses can be
obtained. Depending on the configuration of unit and materials, stress can be
measured within 3-150 mm thickness. Furthermore, the ultrasonic method is cheap
to undertake and portable.

2.5.2.2.5 Magnetic Methods
Owing to the range of magnetic signals sensitivity to residual stresses and
microstructures, residual stresses in magnetic materials can be non-destructively
deduced by association between these signals and elastic strains. The most popular
magnetic technique used for residual stress measurement is the Barkhausen method
[39].

The principle of the Barkhausen method is based on the analysis of ferromagnetic
domain wall motion. Ferromagnetic materials comprise magnetically ordered zones,
so-called domains. When a magnetic field or mechanical force is applied to a
ferromagnetic material, the domain orientations are altered, causing domains most
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nearly oriented to a tensile stress to grow (positive magneto stricti on) or shrink
(negative magnetostriction) [20]. The abrupt reorientation of magnetic domains due
to the presence of a stress field is converted to an electrical pulse and the signal
recorded is known as Barkhausen noise. This is used to determine residual stress in
magnetic materials.

2.6 Weld Technology
Welding is one of the most prevalent fabrication processes. widely used in industrial
applications to join two or more materials. This process is typically achieved by
melting the workpieces and adding a filler material. which then forms a molten
material which cools to form a strong join to create the weld. The most common
geometrical shapes of the weld can be either in the form of butt or V-joints. For the
welding process, many kinds of energy sources are used. Examples include electron
beams, friction, electric arc and laser beams [40].

Welding process, similar to other heat treatment processes, such as quenching. hot
rolling or forging, do not change the chemical compositions of welded material but
modify the metallurgical structure of the parent material which results in altering the
mechanical properties in and around the weld region. Whichever welding techniques
are used, welded material typically can be divided into three regions: parent, weld
and heat-affected zones. Each of them possesses their own physical properties.

In addition to the effect of the welding process on modifying mechanical properties
of the welded materials, residual stresses develop in a weld due to the nonhomogeneous temperature field between the weld zone and the parent zone of the
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material [41]. During the welding procedure, the region surrounded by the weld is
subjected to high temperature which results in a volume expansion. This volume
expansion is restricted by the cooler material and causes thennal stress. After the
thennal stresses reach the yield point, the material locally yields. When the heated
weld metal shrinks during solidification, it is restrained by the colder material
around the weld region. This brings about a tensile residual stress around the weld
region, balanced by compressive residual stress in a region further away from the
weld region. During cooling, phase transfonnations, such as from austenite into
martensite, can affect the residual stress distribution. These phase transfonnations
are associated with a volume expansion which in tum is hindered by the surrounding
materials, producing a compressive residual stress [42].

The magnitude and distribution of the residual stresses depends mostly upon the
type of welding process, the constraint of the weld material, the phase
transfonnation and the cooling rate [41]. Moreover, the degree of preheat of the
surfaces prior to the welding, the number of weld passes, heat input, welding speed
and welding voltage also have substantial effect on the residual stress variation.
Since the welding process affects the mechanical perfonnance of the metals and
causes the residual stresses, mechanical characterization of the weld metal has to be
taken into account for safety of engineering designs. There are numerous researches
that have been carried out in previous years and many investigations are in progress
to study the weld residual stress distribution and the mechanical perfonnance in
different alloys. Some of the important weld techniques are reviewed in the
following paragraphs.
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Friction Welding is a solid state welding process, where two parts having circular
cross sections are brought in contact by a friction pressure while one of them rotates.
Friction between the parts brings about heating at their ends. A forge pressure is
implemented to create the joint. Since friction welding is implemented in the solid
state, defects related to the melting and solidification do not occur. Applications of
friction welding are found in the areas of turbine shafts in engines of next generation
aircraft [43].

Friction Stir Weld (FSW), a solid state joining process developed at The Welding
Institute (TWI) in 1991 [44], is often used for butt and lap joints. In general, the
process is carried out by rotating and slowly plunging a friction stir weld tool into
the interface of two clamped sheets. The frictional heat from the tool shoulder and
deformation heat from the tool pin are utilized for bonding under applied normal
force [45]. This process is successfully implemented for welding of precipitation
hardening aluminium alloys of 2xxx and 7xxx series [46]. It is observed that FSW
causes lower residual stress comparing to other fusion welding techniques.

Tungsten Inert Gas (TIG) welding is a fusion welding process that uses a nonconsumable tungsten electrode to produce the weld. In this process an arc is formed
between a non-consumable tungsten electrode and the metal welded. Argon,
hydrogen or helium can be utilized as an inert gas. The weld area is preserved from
atmospheric contamination by a shielding gas [40]. TIO welding is generally used to
weld thin parts of stainless steel and lighter materials such as aluminium alloys.
Since TIO welding uses a more intense heat source, nearly undistorted welds can be
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obtained. For many applications TIG welding can not be completed with other
welding methods such as electron or laser beam welding. [43].

Laser beam welding (LBW) is based on high heat density welding technologies
that enable joining of materials with a concentrated coherent light beam impinging
on the surfaces. Since the beam power can focus on with a very small spot diameter,
the LBW process provides smaller heat affected zones, lower distortions, residual
stresses and strains as compared to other traditional welding processes [47].

Electron beam welding (EBW) is an arc welding process where a high-velocity
beam is incident on the metals being welded. As the applied electrons are
transformed into heat on impact, the work-pieces melt to form part of the weld. The
welding process needs to be conducted in vacuum to prevent dispersion of the
electron beam. The main advantage of this technique over the laser process is that it
has no problems with beam reflection on the molten metal [43].

Metal Inert Gas (MIG) welding is a form of fusion welding in which a consumable
electrode with a constant speed is used to form an arc between the consumable
electrode and the work-piece. Although widely used due its flexibility, the high
input heat source changes the mechanical properties of materials in this technique,
therefore, it is not suitable for safety critical applications, e.g. in manned aircraft
manufacture.

Variable Polarity Plasma Arc (VPPA) welding uses a non-consumable tungsten
electrode which forms one side of the arc whilst the base material forms the other
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side [43]. Since a highly constricted arc is utilized in this technique, it results in
fusion and subsequent joining of the work piece. The constriction of the arc can be
achieved by a constricting nozzle or a high current density within the arc that
generates a powerful magnetic field.
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2.8 FIGURES
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Figure 2.1 Schematic showing of even and odd cyclic permutations.

Figure 2.2 Cartesian coordinate system with its unit base vectors.
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Figure 2.3 The stress-strain curve.

Figure 2.4 A 3D deformable body in equilibrium, and the stress components on an
infinitesimal cubic element.
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Figure 2.5 Equilibrium stress components on infInitesimal cubic elements.
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X3,X3*
Figure 2.6 Undeformed and deformed configuration of a material continuum.

Line scan

Type I

Type II

Type III

Figure 2.7 Schematic variation of Typ I, II and III residual stresses over length
scale [18].
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Figure 2.8 Illustration of different types of residual stresses resulting from
manufacturing processes [20].
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Figure 2.9 ASTM type hole dlilling strain gauge rosette [22].
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Figure 2.10 The crack compliance specimen geometry [23].
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Figure 2.11 Curvature types due to redistribution of residual stress after removal of a
layer.
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Figure 2.14: Schematic design of a storage ring [32].
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Figure 2.15 Schematic diagram of a neutron diffraction setup.
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Figure 2.16 Schematic diagram showing ultrasonic measurement.
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CHAPTER 3

OPTICAL METHODS FOR STRAIN
MEASUREMENT

3.1 Introduction
Conventional techniques for measuring surface strains and displacements utilize
strain gauges, extensometers, LVDTs and various other mechanical and electrical
devices. These techniques have the capability to measure surface strains with very
high sensitivity and accuracy. In this way load-strain relationships can be monitored
by applying these devices to regions along which the strain variation is known to be
uniform.

With the rapid developments of complex industrial applications in recent years,
these strain measurement techniques have become inadequate for measuring the
surface strains and mechanical properties of materials in most engineering
applications. For instance, most conventional methods are unsuitable to be used in
thermo-mechanical experiments due to their limitations at high temperatures.
Another example is for welded joints; determination of the mechanical properties
and performance of welded joints require strains in large regions to be measured
with high accuracy due to the high strain gradients. However, traditional strain
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measurement methods provide averaged information over limited regions. Therefore
to build up an overall image of the strain or displacement distribution requires many
separate measurements in a welded joint experiment. In the case of contact
mechanics problems, the contact length can be very small, especially under small
loading, and measuring the strain for this region might be very difficult, inaccurate
and time consuming.

Although inexpensive and effective for some applications, conventional techniques
of measuring strain-displacement provide only localized information and cannot be
applicable for complex industrial applications owing to their limitations as explained
above. Using conventional methods in these cases also requires careful and skilful
application and are time consuming.

As alternatives to conventional strain measurement techniques, there have been
many innovative developments in experimental mechanics in recent decades. Many
of these developments involve optical techniques for the assessment of strains or
displacements, and they comprise either significant advances in the capabilities of
existing methods such as in the area of applied photoelasticity, or novel techniques
such as digital image correlation and electronic speckle pattern interferometry.
Specifically, with the help of computerized systems which enable to evaluate images
they have made feasible the development of many innovative and complex optical
measurement techniques.

The stimulating innovations in the experimental mechanics nevertheless have not
been fully reflected in industry for structural integrity applications. The main issue is
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because of lack of fully standardization of these techniques. The standards in this
field are given by ASTM E2208 [1]. Instead of adopting modem advances in optical
methods for evaluating full-field strain measurements by industry, using the data
from the experiments to validate numerical experiments has been progressively
more recognized. For this purpose, many industries use Computer-AidedEngineering (CAE) tools to reduce the number of prototype builds and to accelerate
the development cycle. These analytical and numerical methods are relatively
inexpensive to utilize and faster to apply than expensive experimental techniques.
However, the limitation with many numerical tools is that they can not sufficiently
quantity the mechanical properties of the materials. To put it in a different way,
these properties in many cases are given as input values to the Finite Element
Method (FEM) and used to predict the reactions of materials under specific case
problems, especially complex structures, providing severe challenges to reliable
modelling.

Therefore, efficient physical experimental techniques are still necessary for
component design validation, particularly for new materials. However, since their
working principles are firmly based on the basic principles of optical phenomena,
any real and measurable progress in optical methods is dependent on a deeper
understanding of the phenomena underlying these techniques.

In this chapter I will briefly explain some optical techniques that have found wide
usage in industry. Later, the principle of the digital image correlation (Ole) method
will be given in detail. Finally, the experimental verification of DIC with the help of
strain gauge measurements on 2024-T351 aluminium alloy will be demonstrated.
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3.2. Optical Methods
3.2.1 Photoelasticity
Amongst the many optical methods of stress or strain analysis, photoelasticity is one
of the oldest and the easiest techniques to implement for experiments. The principle
of the method is based on the property of birefringence, which is displayed by
certain transparent materials, such as glass or plastic. Birefringence is a property
arising from the fact that a ray of light passing through a birefringent material
experiences two refractive indices.

In order to utilize birefringence in stress analysis, the model is placed between two
crossed polarising filters as shown in Figure 3.1. The first filter (polariser) produces
a linearly polarized light source for the sample. When this polarised light is incident
onto an unstressed photoelastic model, it passes through unaffected and might be
entirely extinguished by the second polarising filter (analyser) whose axis is
perpendicular to that of the first polariser (Figure 3.1). When the material is under
stress, the source ray is to split into ordinary and extraordinary components which
are so-called double refracting [2]. Their directions at any point coincide with the
directions of the principal stresses at that point. These two rays travel at different
velocities and can interfere with each other, which results in a phase difference. The
analyser takes components of the ordinary and extraordinary rays, only their
horizontal component is transmitted as shown in Figure 3.1 and these will combine
to produce fringes. As the level of birefringence is proportional to the stress,
differently stressed areas will have different a number and density of fringes. To
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illustrate this, the optical pattern visible within a circular disc of epoxy resin that is
in compression across its vertical diameter is given in Figure 3.2 [3].

Photoelasticity is especially useful for the analysis of geometries with
unconventional boundaries and stress concentrations. The method is applied on a
two dimensional model manufactured from a birefringent material. For stress
concentration experiments, for example, regions of high stress can be determined in
general by simple observation. However, precise analysis of tension, compression,
and shear stresses and their strain values at any point on the sample requires more
advanced techniques. Photoelasticity is typically utilized on models which are
stressed in two planar directions (biaxial), but with additional modifications it can be
used for the samples subjected to stresses in three spatial directions.

3.2.2 Moire and Moire Interferometry
The moire methods are optical techniques commonly used for measuring strains and
displacements with very high accuracy in solids subjected to mechanical
deformations. Moire is a generic name used for full-field measurement techniques
that involve gratings which can be formed as line, cross and circular. The moire
phenomenon occurs whenever multiple gratings lie in contact with a small angle
between the grating lines, and a fringe pattern which has a lower frequency than for
the individual gratings is seen. This is an example of the moire effect and the
resulting fringes are called moire fringes or moire pattern [4]. Figure 3.3 shows
formation of moire fringes by superimposing two line patterns which vary in line
spacing and rotation [5].
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It has been shown that moire fringes are interference patterns produced by the
superposition of two sinusoidal gratings. If the mathematical expressions for two
grating lines that produce the moire pattern are known, then the moire patterns can
be described analytically. In the implementation of the moire methods to determine
strain or displacement fields, only one of the gratings is expressed analytically.
When the material is under stress, the grating on the specimen and the moire pattern
show a complex shape depending upon the deformation of a specimen. The relation
between the grating lines and the moire fringes can be acquired by utilizing some
parametric properties with the help of mechanical and numerical procedures [6].
Since the fringes are formed from the mechanical crossing of the two gratings, the
moire effect is therefore often termed mechanical interference. [6]

Numerous moire techniques have been developed to measure displacement by two
displaced gratings, or to measure in-plane deformations and strains, or even out-ofplane deformations [4]. In the case of the geometric moire technique, which involves
relatively coarse gratings of 40 lines/mm or even coarser, a minimum of 0.025 mm
of deformation is required to generate a single fringe. This density would perhaps be
adequate to measure large deformations. In the case of small deformations, such as
elastic deformations however, a much higher density is required. Moire
interferometry extends the capacity of classic moire techniques in to higher
sensitivity domains.

Figure 3.4 illustrates the principle of moire interferometry. In this technique [7], a
very fine diffraction grating is placed on the specimen. Two laser beams
symmetrically illuminate a specimen grating such that diffracted beams materialize
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normal to the surface of the grating. When the grating is undeformed, diffraction
from the beams emerges perpendicular to the grating with an undeformed wavefront
and there is no interference occurring. During mechanical or thermal loading of the
specimen, the grating deforms together with the specimen, and thus deformation of
the grating represents the deformation of the specimen. These two beams create the
virtual reference grating in their intersection zone. The deformed grating and
reference grating interact to produce a moire fringe which is visualized as contour
map of the displacement and is analysed to obtain the specimen deformation.

Moire interferometry offers an exclusive combination of high sensitivity, good
contrast, and spatial resolution, and shows noteworthy advances in optical methods
for stress analysis. The frequency of the specimen grating is typically 1200 lines/mm
up to 4000 lines/mm, corresponding to a displacement resolution of 0.2 lJ.IIl and this
significantly improves the sensitivity of the moire method. The sensitivity of moire
interferometry can be improved further by employing what is known as phase
shifting interferometry [8]. This technique allows the fractional fringe values, i.e.
those values in between the full fringes, to be determined very accurately hence it
effectively increases the displacement sensitivity of the moire interferometry. The
application of the method requires that the optical phase of one of the beams be
shifted relative to the other in three or more steps. Each fringe pattern, with a
constant phase shift between them, is digitally captured and the consequent set of
intensity values at each pixel is solved to give the relative displacement from fringe
centre to fringe centre. It has been reported that the improvement in resolution of
phase with this method can be as high as two orders of magnitude [8]. Therefore,
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displacements as small as 5 nm may be detected with the proper implementation of
the phase stepping technique.

3.2.3 Speckle Methods
The 'speckle' phenomenon is a generic name for the two optical techniques for
measurement of the full-field displacement. These are speckle photography and
speckle interferometry. A 'speckle' can be described as a spot having unique shape
and intensity. It is generated by means of the interference of multiple lights reflected
from the test surface. The properties of the speckle are due to the local surface
imperfections of the specimen.

Speckle techniques can be divided into two main groups: incoherently superposed or
coherently superposed. If the speckle technique does not posses a reference beam
and if it employs incoherent recording of two speckle fields, then it is so called
speckle photography. If the speckle technique utilizes optical interferometers which
are based on the coherent addition of speckle fields diffracted by a specimen and if a
reference beam exists, two resulting interference fields can be correlated. The
comparison of these two fields denotes the state of the specimen before and after
deformation. Each one is generated by coherent superposition of the reflected
speckle and a reference wave. This is so called speckle interferometry [9].

A significant type of speckle interferometry is electronic speckle pattern
interferometry (BPSI). The basic theory of ESPI, which was developed in the early
19708 [10-12], is based on the generation of fringe patterns.
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The generic system of ESPI consists of two parts: optical parts and electronic parts.
The optical parts include a coherent beam of light which is typically a laser, the
beam path to arrange the illumination direction, and a beam splitter to split the laser
beam into two beams. The electronic part includes a charge coupled device (CCD)
camera, fringe generation and fringe analysis. This part provides the information
encoded in the interferograms.

Figure 3.5 shows a typical example of an ESPI system to measure the full-field
displacement in the X direction [13]. The specimen is illuminated by the laser beam
at an angle () to the surface normal to the test specimen. Since the test surface of the
specimen is optically rough, the speckle image of the undeformed specimen is
formed by CCD camera controlled along the Z axis. A reference wave, which is
scattered at the surface of the sample, and nominally of normal incidence, is added
to the image. By interference between the specimen speckle pattern and the
reference field, a new speckle pattern emerges on the CCD target [14]. This is
recorded into the computer as a reference pattern.

When the specimen is subsequently subjected to load, the test specimen undergoes
deformation along the X direction and the beam is again scattered on the surface,
which causes a change in the speckle patterns and interference patterns which are
again imaged by CCD camera and stored in memory.

The ESPI software is then employed to produce displacement maps from the speckle
pattern. First of all, the image of the speckle is subtracted from the reference pattern
(before deformation) to obtain the resulting interferogram of alternate light and dark
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fringes, which are called correlation fringes as they are acquired by correlating the
intensities of the resulting speckle patterns recorded before and after deformation.
Typically, this is performed during the acquisition process. These fringes represent
contours of equal displacement in the direction of the X-axis. The spacing of the
fringes is inversely proportional to the displacement. Two successive dark or bright
fringes represent a displacement whose exact value deepens upon the wavelength of
the laser light source used in the ESPI.

Since ESPI was invented, the algorithms to simplify measurement procedures have
been continuously developed. The analysis of the intensity is mathematically
performed using fringe wrapping and unwrapping [15]. The utilization of the phaseshifting technique [16] as in the case of moire interferometry, provides a simple and
easy approach to facilitating use of ESPI. The basic principle of the phase-shifting
technique is based on shifting the phase of one laser beam and producing speckle
patterns which corresponds to the given phase-shifting values. Then, the phase
related to the deformation of the specimen can be determined by retrieving the
phase-shifting intensities. For each measurement, three phase shifted images are
created: 0°,90°, and 180°. They are combined to form a final pattern to be evaluated
by fringe wrapping to yield a 2 H phase distribution map. Then the surface
displacement map is determined from the phase map by fringe unwrapping.

The spatial resolution in ESPI depends on the resolution of the CCO array used to
obtain the pattern, and the dimension of the specimen. This means that the
maximum feasible spatial resolution for the displacement measurement would be

equal to one point per pixel. However, in most experiments, the displacement is not
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measured with such resolution. Instead of pixel size. the spatial resolution actually
relates to the speckle pattern. If the speckle is very small (about pixel size).
decorrelation will occur and pattern quality consequently reduces. This results in
noise in the displacement. Therefore. the spatial resolution is considerably larger
than the pixel size.

3.3 Digital Image Correlation
3.3.1 Introduction
Digital image correlation (DIC) is an optical technique used to measure deformation
on a sample surface, based on modem digital image acquisition and processing
technology. The method uses a natural or artificial surface speckle pattern and crosscorrelates two slightly different images obtained before and after the deformation, to
provide the whole field deformation of an object.

Conventional techniques, such as photoelasticity, moire and speckle interferometry
are widely used to measure macroscopic parameters of materials, such as strain and
stress. Although. they are utilized in many industrial applications, all these
interferometric methods have limitations: it is difficult to provide stability and they
are required to make effort to satisfy parameters related to stability.

As compared to special requirements of these traditional optical measurements, DIC
has some advantages over the interferometric methods [17]. One of the main
benefits is that digital image correlation is optically less demanding. Only ordinary
incoherent light is necessary to implement this technique. Another advantage with
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this method is that the optical components such as beam splitters, spatial filters,
piezoelectric transducers, etc. are not required. Finally, use of a vibration isolation
table is not essential. Perhaps because of advantages including non contact, real
time, avoidance of exhaustive phase information and interferometric treatment in
addition to the other benefits explained above,

ole has

attracted much interest in

recent years.

On the other hand, an important advantage of the interferometric techniques is that they
normally give much higher sensitivity than DIC, so smaller displacements/strains can be
measured. One way of DIC overcoming this disadvantage is to capture images with
higher resolution cameras, or optically zooming into the areas of interest.

The development of digital image correlation can be dated back to early 1980s for
full-field displacement or strain measurements. In the literature, Peters and Ranson
[18] are seen first to employ
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for displacement measurement where they

investigated two and four displacement gradients for in-plane deformations.
However, they assumed that the speckle intensity before and after deformation had
one to one correspondence. Sutton et al. [19] later described a correlation coefficient
by means of the intensity difference of the two digital images for a 20 displacement
field. Chu et al. [20] measured rigid body rotation and rigid body translation of the
specimen in order to test the accuracy of the interpolation techniques used in the
methods. They found that bilinear interpolation gave better results than higher order
polynomial interpolation. Among these publications, the searching tool was a
coarse-fine iterative technique.
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Research interest has lately been focused on improving DIC for reduced
computational complexity and achieving high accuracy with reduced computational
cost. In this manner, many implementations have been proposed to improve the
correlation algorithms [21-22] with the Newton-Raphson iterative method [23-24],
Quasi-Newton method [25], and gradient-based algorithm [26], but they will not be
discussed in detail here.

Over the past two decades, the digital image correlation method has been well
developed [27-29] and high accurate, fast and robust commercial software, such as
LaVision [30], VIC-3D [31], ARAMIS [32] and Q-400 [33] are used for image
processesing.

3.3.2 The Principle of Digital Image Correlation
Digital image correlation utilizes the basic principle of deformation theory [34].
Unlike the other optical techniques,

ole uses purely computational methods. This

technique is based on comparing the images acquired at different stages of the
deformation. For this purpose, a high resolution camera system is employed to
photograph the surface of the specimen. The digital images of the sample captured
by the camera system during the test contain intensity measurements and they are
made up of a rectangular array of grey pixels. These pixels are assigned a bit value;
for instance, if 12 bit camera is used, the dynamic range of the count will be 4095
and thus the number for grey levels ranges from 0 (black) to 4095 (white).

Since the image correlation technique is based on matching pixel grey level values
between two digital images taken at different times in a deformation process, it can
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be achieved in theory by using a pixel and its characteristic features in an
undeformed image and searching for the pixel which maximizes a similar function
in deformed images. Mostly, this function is based on a least squares formulation.
The pixel which is searched in the deformed images can be discriminated among the
other pixels by its grey-value, grey value derivatives or the colour. In practise, since
a single grey value is insufficient to distinguish a pixel from other pixels, the
neighbouring pixels are used. Such a collection of pixels is called a sub-region of the
correlation window. The resulting displacement obtained from each sub-region is an
averaged value of the pixels in the sub-region. Each sub-region can contain 8x8,
16x16, 32x32, 64x64 pixels etc. and the size of the sub-region depends on the
deformation magnitude. For example, in the case of plastic deformation, a subregion is usually chosen with more pixels in order for two images to be correlated
before and after deformation.

Figure 3.6 illustrates schematically the deformation process of a square pixel array
with 20 pixels in the X direction and 20 pixels in the Y direction. One of the subregions with 6x6 pixels is shown in this array where the dashed line symbolizes a
reference (undeformed) sub-region and the solid line symbolizes the corresponding
deformed sub-region. If a reference point (Xo.Yo) and as well as a nearby point (x, y)
are selected from this sub-region as shown in Figure 3.6, and if the deformation is
sufficiently small, the point of the nearby position after deformation (x', y') can be
approximated by a first order Taylor series as follows;

du
au
x'-x=u+-dx+-dy,
dx
dy

(3.1)
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y'-y = v+-dx+ :h. dy,

(3.2)

in which u and v are displacement components to be measured in the X and Y
directions respectively, dx and dy are the position differences between the reference
and nearby points prior to deformation. As only 2D dimensional deformation is
considered here, the displacement components and the first order displacement
components for the first order Taylor series are described by the position of a nearby
point.

Especially for large deformations, the positions of the reference and the nearby
points in deformed images are not located at the pixel points of the digital image, so
they do not have grey values. Thus, interpolation is required to gain grey values so
that the intensity pattern of the sub-region can be reconstructed as a continuous grey
value distribution in the deformed images. Generally higher order interpolation
provides more accurate results, but requires more computation time. The selection of
the interpolation depends on different requirements. Bi-linear interpolation, bi-cubic
interpolation and bi-cubic spline interpolation are widely used. For instance, in bilinear interpolation, the grey level value j(x,y) at a point located between four
neighbouring pixel points is acquired as
(3.3)

In which Cl.

C2. C3 and C4.

are constants which can be determined from the grey level

values of the four nearby pixel points.

With the help of the assumption explained above, the displacements and
displacement gradients are determined by a cross-correlation coefficient or least
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squares correlation coefficient. For simplicity, this least squares correlation
coefficient C is defined such thatf(x,y) andfd(x',y') are the grey value distributions
of the undeformed and deformed image, respectively. For a sub-region S, a
correlation coefficient C is defined as
SI2

C = I[j(xj'Yj)- jd(x;'_y/)]2 .
j.j=-S 12

(3.4)

The size of the sub-region is represented as SXS. When C= 1; the two sub-regions are
correlative fully, and when C=O, the two subsets are not correlative. Therefore,
minimization of the coefficient C provides the best estimation of the correlation.
Minimization of the correlation coefficient C is a non-linear optimization process,
which can be achieved by using iterative methods.

3.3.3 Procedure of Data Acquisition
Since digital image correlation involves complicated mathematical procedures, it is
challenging for experimentalists. However, by means of sophisticated software
packages the mapping process becomes automatic. In this dissertation, all of the
computational analyses have been performed by using the
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software

Strainmaster package, DAVIS, developed by LaVision [30], which was originally
developed for particle image velocimetry [35].

This software involves image pre-processing, correlation, displacement vector
processing and visualisation. The algorithm of the software uses cyclic Fast Fourier
Transform (FFf) with iterative decreasing and deforming search array procedure
[30]. With this technique, the algorithm is much faster than the conventional cross
correlation method [36]. This feature enables use of multiple iterations, thus it is
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possible to get the highest correlation between the initial sub-region prior to
defonnation and the translated or defonned sub-region.

Prior to displacement vector calculation using DAVIS software, some image
processing needs to be completed. Although there are many processes available for
different purposes in the software, only two of them, which were routinely used in
our experiments, will be briefly mentioned here. The first process prior to
displacement calculation is called shift-correction. Following acquisition of the first
image there is generally a shift and/or rotation of subsequent images, and the effect
of this on the final displacement result must be removed. This is achieved by
choosing a point on the first image and ensuring the subsequent images are shifted
relative to that selected point. In other words, the displacement value at the end of
the image processes will be obtained relative to that point. Following the shiftcorrection process, the second procedure is to define a work space so that the
displacement vector process can be implemented in the particular region of most
interest without analysing out of that region. This process is thus a time saver.

Once these procedures have been completed, displacement vector processes are
employed. For this purpose, the correlation mode is defined. For 2D displacement
measurement by DIe, typically two different approaches, auto-correlation and crosscorrelation are utilized. The techniques of the two modes are given in Figure 3.7. In
the auto-correlation mode the original image contains a single frame as a double
exposure. The algorithm calculates the auto-correlation of all the sub-regions in this
original image by using the FFf. The highest peak obtained from this process is
always at the zero displacement (0/0) owing to the self-correlation [30] thus, this
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peak is ignored. The second highest peak in the auto-correlation is generally
representative of the displacement vector ds. Since the auto-correlation is symmetric
and results in a direction uncertainty, it is not usually preferable as an assessment
method. Therefore, the cross-correlation mode is used because of the more accurate
calculation of the displacement vector. In cross-correlation mode, the original image
contains two frames, upper (first frame) and lower (second frame) part. The first
frame contains the first exposure whereas the second frame contains the second
exposure. The algorithm computes the cross-correlation of all sub-regions between
first and second frames. The highest peak in the cross-correlation image is usually
the displacement vector ds. There is no peak value at the zero-displacement (0/0)
[30].

The iterations for calculating the displacement vectors can be done by a single pass
or multiple passes. Single pass is the simplest and quickest choice as vector
calculation is done in only one pass. During the process, the sub-region size remains
constant. The accuracy of the calculation of the vector field with a single-pass is
usually not high. If multi-pass is chosen, calculation of the vector field is achieved
with a number of iterations specified. In each pass a reference vector is calculated at
each sub-region. The calculated vector field is utilized as a reference vector field for
the next pass. By means of the information from the previous pass the position of the
sub-region in the new pass is shifted. This helps to compare matching particles and
improves the signal-to-noise ratio. In addition to multi-pass, the size of the subregion can be selected to be smaller after the initial iteration. Hence, the computed
vector results in the first pass are used as a best-choice sub-region shift. With the
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help of this, the sub-region shift is sufficiently improved to calculate the vectors in
the next steps more precisely and more consistently [30].

Splitting the images into regular sub-regions is essential and the size of the subregion chosen has an effect on the resolution and accuracy of the computed
displacements. Once again, each sub-region gives a single average displacement
value and this displacement can be mathematically obtained by correlating the subregions in subsequent images. In fact the higher number of the features in each subregion, the lower the uncertainty in strain/displacement calculation. However,
choosing a higher number of pixels for sub-regions reduces the spatial resolution.
Fortunately, by means of overlap, a large enough sub-region can be chosen without
losing spatial resolution. Table 3.1 shows the accuracy of the calculated vector for
different size of the sub-regions for DAVIS software. For instance, if the sub-region
size is chosen as 64x64 with a 25% overlap, so the actual density of a sub-region in
an image is (64x64)x(75%) = (48x48). The vector error from the table is then 0.05,
and the error in the strain is calculated as 0.05x2l48=O.OO2=O.3% where 2 is used
because two vectors are used.

Table 3.1 Accuracy of the calculated vector by strain master software [30]
Size of the sub-region

Accuracy of the calculated vector

128xl28

down to 0.01 - 0.03 pixel

64x64

down to 0.02 - 0.05 pixel

32x32

down to 0.05 - 0.2 pixel

16x16

Larger than 0.1 - 0.3 pixel
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3.3.4 Some Experimental Issues in Digital Image Correlation
There are several important experimental issues that need to be taken into account
during the experimental setups. In this section, some of them will be given briefly.

•

Illumination and contrast

In the DIC technique ordinary incoherent light is sufficient for the measurements.
However, the illumination must be distributed onto the surface uniformly and
constantly during the experiment in order to get accurate results because surface
contrast is directly related to quality of the lighting system. High contrast is vitally
important as explained above; each sub-region must have unique characteristic
features in order to track it in the subsequent images. Digital images with high
contrast can also be enhanced by applying a random speckle pattern on the surface
of the sample using paint or other means.

•

Calibration

Calibration of the optical magnification is an important step for further image
processing in DIC, because the cameras count pixels rather than the actual
dimensions of the specimen. Therefore, the pixel size for each particular field of
view prior to each experiment has to be calculated. In addition, the calibration has to
be repeated if the distance between object and camera has changed.

•

The effect of rigid body motion

The incidence of rigid body motion is a common problem for almost all optical
teChniques. Especially, if the testing conditions are not stable, image decorrelation
can occur. Rigid body motions arise due to vibration in the system, poorly mounted
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fixtures or jumpy motion of the system. However, the effect of rigid body motion is
not a very important problem for the

ole technique since it can be removed during

the analysis. In order to do so, a shift-correction procedure is implemented by
choosing a point on the image, and the displacement can be obtained relative to that
point. In applications where larger deformations or rigid body motions are expected
images must be taken more frequently so that decorrelation can be minimised.

Sjodahl [37] showed from experiments and analyses that the random error, e, from
the use of the ole algorithm is

k~2 ~1 ~r,

e=

in which

(3.5)

a is the speckle size, B is the sub-region size, k is a constant and

r is the

magnitude of the correlation peak. It can be seen from Eq. (3.5) that the error
reduces with smaller speckles and/or a larger sub-region as confirmed from Table
3.1.

•

Error due to out-of-plane displacement

In a system set up for measuring in-plane displacement of the specimen, any out-of-

plane displacement such as, a change in distance between the lens and the surface,
will result in a change of magnification of the imaging system, and hence induce
apparent in-plane displacement [38]. This apparent in-plane displacement would
cause measurement error in the normal sense.
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3.3.5 Obtaining Strain Maps from Displacement Maps
As explained in the sections 3.3.2 and 3.3.3, DIC methods actually calculate
displacement rather than strain. Therefore, the strain value must be computed by
using the strain-displacement relations. Consider the in-plane displacement vector u
in the x direction and v in the y direction, and then the resulting strain tensor for 2D
is obtained as
(3.6)

These strain fields can be calculated by using a simple finite difference method.
Strainmaster software package, DAVIS, enables the calculation of the strain values
at each of two neighbouring sub-regions. In the present work, in order to have more
flexibility in the calculation of strain values from the displacement fields, a
MATLAB script was programmed to calculate strain field. This script computes first
the displacement values in the longitudinal direction along the gauge length of the
specimen, and the strain field, by choosing a suitable differentiation range and
overlap. A number of successive displacement data points (e.g. 3, 4, 5) at each
column are extracted and converted into a strain value via the differentiation range.
The next set of displacement values are determined by the overlap (e.g. 1, 2, 3) and
the strain values are calculated. This provides a smooth variation of the strain field.
The resulting strain field is then averaged and a one-column strain matrix is
obtained. Furthermore, the program allows determination of Young's modulus,
proof stress for any percentage, elongation at yield, ultimate strength and failure
along the gauge length of the sample. The schematic diagram summarising the steps
of the script is given in Figure 3.8.
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3.4 Implementation of DIe on 2024-T351 Aluminium Alloy
In this section, the tests to determine the variation of mechanical properties in a
2024-T351 aluminium alloy under tensile loading are presented. Since the DIe
system existing in our laboratories was used for the first time during the present
work, a strain gauge was also used during the tensile test in order to see the level of
agreement between the results obtained by the DIe system and the strain gauge. In
addition, the stress-strain curves that were extracted from various regions of the
sample were used to determine the variations of modulus of elasticity, and proof
stresses at different levels of strain.

3.4.1 Material and Specimen
AA2024-T351 is a tremendously prevalent alloy for aerospace applications due to
its damage tolerant characteristics [39-40]. T351 indicates the heat treatment
condition of the alloy; in general the T3 temper signifies that the alloy is
solutionised, quenched, and allowed to age naturally. In its naturally aged condition
the alloy shows an excellent combination of strength, ductility, fracture toughness,
and crack propagation resistance features. Tx51 shows that the alloy has been stress
relieved by stretching by 1-3% prior to ageing. The resistance characteristic of the
alloy for crack propagation is almost three times more than that of the 7xxx series of
alloys [41].

The specimen used for this study was cut out from a large plate of 2024-T351
aluminium alloy with 10 mm thickness. For this purpose, an Electro Discharge
Machine (EDM) fed with 0.1 mm diameter standard brass wire was used. The final
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size of the specimen used for the experiment was reduced to 50 mm gauge length,
9.7 mm gauge width, and 3.16 mm thickness. A picture of the specimen with its
dimensions is given in Figure 3.9.

3.4.2 Experimental Procedures
The AA2024-T351 tensile test was carried out using the Digital Image Correlation
(DIC) and strain gauge techniques. A KYOWA strain gauge [42] with 15 mm gauge
length, 1200 resistance, uni-axial load at one edge and 23 linear expansion
coefficient matched to aluminium was glued onto the surface of the specimen. The
strain gauge channels were wired by soldering and connected to a static strain gauge
indicator.

One side of the specimen was strain gauged and the other side was used for DIC
measurements. The tensile test was performed using a screw driven tensile testing
machine (Instron 3367) with a calibrated 30kN capacity load cell at room
temperature. A photograph of the Instron machine and DIC setup for the experiment
can be seen in Figure 3.10.

A high resolution (4 Mega-pixels at 12 bit) monochromatic progressive scan camera
(LaVision Image Pro 4) [30] was utilized to photograph the surface deformation of
the specimen throughout the tensile test. A Rodenstock macro lens, with variable
zoom between 0.8X and 4.0X, and a working distance of 90mm, was used in the
experiment. The surface of the sample for the experiment was not polished as the
EDM cutting process gave a good contrast on the surface.
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After the specimen was clamped by grips, the camera was positioned and an initial
image prior to the test was calibrated. In addition, the strain gauge indicator was
balanced so that the strain value prior to deformation showed zero strain. Moreover,
another camera was employed to capture load values from the Instron machine and
strain values from the strain gauge box corresponding to each image captured. The
crosshead speed of the Instron machine was chosen as 0.2 mm/min and every 2.5
seconds an image was captured during the test. In total, 275 images were obtained
and all of them were stored in the PC running the LaVision software. The size of
each pixel was calculated to be 8.84J.lm.

3.4.3 Data Analysis
After all images were stored in the computer, the data analysis was carried out.
Since the images captured during the experiment may involve some rigid body
motion as explained in the section 3.3.3, by choosing a reference point on the first
image, the rest of the images were shifted. Then the area of most interest was
extracted from each image to make the analysis quicker.

Following these steps, vector calculation was carried out. The integral strain field
where all of the images obtained during the experiment were correlated relative to
the first image was used to get the total deformation. Multi-pass analysis with a
decreasing interrogation sub-region size option was chosen to calculate the vector
field with three numbers of the iterations. The initial sub-region size was defined as

64x64 pixels with a 25% overlap. After the reference vector field was calculated in
the first pass, the sub-region size was reduced to 32x32 pixels for the rest of the
passes.
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Subsequent to the vector analysis step, the calculated displacement field was
exported from the software and input into the MATLAB data manipulation script
file. The displacement vectors were used to compute the strain component in the
tensile test direction along the gauge length by choosing an appropriate
differentiation range and overlap as explained in the section 3.3.5. Since a
homogeneous material was chosen for the experiment each row in the strain arrays
was then averaged across the width of the specimen by assuming that the strain
variation along the transverse direction is constant. As a result, one-column strain
data were obtained. The stress-strain data curves for each averaged sub-region along
the gauge length of the specimen were obtained. The MATLAB script was then used
to calculate the elastic modulus and proof stress at several values of the offset strain.

3.4.4 Results and Discussions
Figure 3.11 presents the post-processing steps of the analysis perfonned for the
specimen. As can be seen from Figure 3.11 (a), high resolution images were
obtained by using the 12 bit CCD camera. Note that the wires appearing behind the
image were for the strain gauge measurement implemented on the other face of the
specimen. As can be seen from this figure, all images consisted of not only part of
the specimen but also the background. Thus, the region which was to be investigated
by the DIC method was extracted from each image after the shift and correction
procedure was carried out, to remove the effects of any rigid body motion on the
calculated displacements.

Following the shift-correction procedure and extraction of the relevant region, the
resulting image can be seen in Figure 3.11 (b). By choosing three iterations number
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with a sub-region size 64x64 pixels for the first iteration and 32x32 pixels for the
next two iterations, with a constant overlap 25%, the vector calculation was carried
out as explained in the section 3.3.3. The resulting displacement vector field for
nominal strain of 0.37 % at an applied stress of 270 MPa can be seen in Figure 3.11
(c). From the displacement field, the corresponding strain field was calculated and
the strain map for nominal strain of 0.37% at an applied stress of 270 MPa is given
in Fig 3.11 (d). It can be seen from the strain map that most of the region has a
similar magnitude of strain due to the homogeneous material that was used in this
experiment.

In order to see the agreement level of the two techniques on the stress-strain curves
for the elastic region, a plot line of averaged DIC results is compared with the strain
gauge measurement in Figure 3.12. An excellent agreement was found. Note that the
averaged DIC results in this figure were obtained from the MATLAB script by
choosing differentiation gap distance of 4 and overlap of 2 data points. Then the
calculated strain values were averaged in order to correlate with the strain gauge
value.

Varialion of the Young's modulus along the gauge length of the specimen was
determined, which is given in Figure 3.13. It can be seen that the Young's Modulus
varies between 66-74 GPa. Each data point on the graph represents the position on
the specimen (i.e. sub-regions) where Young's Modulus was calculated. Uncertainty
bar is also added into the figure. In order to calculate the uncertainty on the Modulus
of elasticity, Table 3.1 was used. Since the sub-region size was 32x32 pixels and
25% overlap, the resulting error in the strain was found to be 1.66 %. Then using
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this uncertainty in the strain, the corresponding uncertainty in the Modulus of
Elasticity was calculated for each point in the figure.

Figure 3.14 shows the stress-strain curves obtained from the average DIe results and
the strain gauge measurement. Very good agreement was found between the two
independent strain measurement techniques. Note that since the sample for this
experiment was chosen as a homogeneous material, the resulting stress-strain curves
obtained along the gauge length were very similar. Therefore, showing the stressstrain curves along the gauge length on the same plot may not be necessary.

In order to see the differences between the results of strain calculations obtained
from the LaVision software and the MA'fLAB script, the proof stress variations at
0.2%, 0.5%, 1%, 2%,and 3% along the gauge length of the sample were plotted.
Here, the differentiation gap and overlap were chosen to be 4 and 2 respectively for
the MA'fLAB script. The proof stress variations obtained from the LaVision
software show some fluctuations. This is due to the fact that the Lavision software
calculates the strain values at each neighbouring sub-region. In contrast, the
MATLAB script calculated the strain value for each four sub-regions (owing to
choosing the differentiation gap size as four). Hence, smother variations of the proof
stresses from the MA'fLAB script can be observed. In addition, it can be clearly
seen from the figure that the variation of the proof stress along the gauge length is
almost constant due to the homogeneity of the sample.
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3.5 Conclusion
In this chapter, the importance of optical methods in the full field measurement of
displacement and strain fields was explained. Then, brief descriptions of some of the
optical techniques that are widely used in experimental mechanics were presented.
Next, the principle of the digital image correlation method (DIC) was given in
detail. Finally, the experimental verification of DIC with the help of a strain gauge
measurements on a tensile specimen made of 2024-T351 aluminium alloy was
presented.
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Figure 3.10 A view of the Instron tensile test machine and DIe set up for the full field
strain measurement on the AA2024-T3S1 sample.
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CHAPTER 4

DETERMINATION OF WELD METAL
MECHANICAL PROPERTIES UTILISING NOVEL
TENSILE TESTING METHODS

4.1 Introduction
Welds, whether produced by fusion or solid-state welding, are often the most critical
regions that govern the structural integrity of engineering structures. Typical
welding processes subject the material surrounding the weld region to complex
thermal and/or mechanical deformations, which result in the development of
residual stresses, along with changes in mechanical properties of the material in the
weld region.

For instance, the processes in arc welding, which is probably the most common
industrial welding technique, involve the deposition of molten filler metal and the
localised input of intense heat. The melting of the local metal and intermixing with
the filler metal will result, upon cooling, in a different microstructure than the parent
metal. Since the area of the parent metal adjacent to the weld will be subjected to
somewhat different heating and cooling cycles during the welding processes, the
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weld (fusion zone) and the surrounding material (heat affected zone - HAZ) will end
up with a heterogeneous microstructure, and hence, varying mechanical properties
across the region.

Development of improved welding processes requires accurate knowledge of the
variation in material properties caused by those processes. It is essential to
investigate the mechanical response of material at the local level so that welding
processes can be optimized and modelled. The global response of the welded
structure can then be determined by successfully implementing the constitutive
stress-strain response in the weld region, together with the residual stress
information, into numerical modelling codes.

A number of recent articles studying the mechanical properties of friction stir welds
[1-5] and a laser weld [6] have reported that digital image correlation (DIC) is an
effective technique for the measurement of the local variations in stress-strain
response across the weld. In these studies, DIC was used to measure strain variations
on standard tensile specimens that were cut perpendicular to the weld line, such that
the gauge length of the specimen contained the fusion zone and the HAZ. Genevois
et aI. [4] also cut micro-tensile test specimens, parallel to the weld line, from
different regions of a welded joint and compared these results with standard tensile
test samples. They found good agreement between the strain data obtained by microtensile tests and standard tensile tests.

The present study investigates the variation of mechanical properties in a stainless
steel pipe girth weld manufactured by multi-pass arc welding. For this purpose,
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micro-tensile samples, from each region (fusion zone, HAZ and parent material),
were cut from slices taken from the pipe in two orientations: parallel and normal to
the weld line directions. The stress-strain curves obtained from those micro-tensile
samples were used to determine the variations of modulus of elasticity, proof stress
and tensile stress by using the digital image correlation technique. Then, DIC was
used to obtain the full-field strain map of a standard tensile test sample that was cut
from the slice along the direction normal to the weld line. In order to verify the DIC
measurements, strain measurements on the back surface of the tensile specimen
were made using Electron Speckle Pattern Interferometry (ESPI), which is also an
optical technique providing full field displacement maps. Finally, the results
obtained from micro-samples were compared to those obtained by the standard
tensile specimen.

4.2 Material and Specimens
4.2.1 Material
All specimens used in this study were extracted from a girth weld pipe with
dimension of 432 mm outside diameter [7]. The pipe, which was supplied by British
Energy and manufactured for two power station headers (Header 10113 (cast
55882A) and Header 2C2I2 (cast 69431), is made of 316H stainless steel whose
nominal chemical composition is given in Table 4.1.
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Table 4.1 Chemical compositions of power station headers
Element

C

Si

Mn

P

S

Cr

Ni

Mo

Co

lD1I3
cast

0.06

0.32

1.45

0.02

0.01

17.18

10.92

2.32

0.08

-

-

-

-

0.08

0,07

0.39

1.01

0.03

0.02

17.10

11.60

2.32

0.08

<0.01

0.01

0.05

0.05

0.03

55882A
2C212

cast

Nb

Ti

V

W

N

69431

These kinds of welded pipe applications are widely used in industry. For example,
this pipe closely denotes the geometry and materials of 19mm thick stainless steel
welds that are now operating in UK gas cooled reactors [8].

The fabricating processes of the two headers involved the following stages. The
headers were first bore-machined to an average wall thickness of 19.6 mm. In order
to remove any residual stresses remaining from original fabrication of the headers,
the headers were subjected to a stress relief treatment at 1050°C for 1 hour followed
by air cooling. Then, one side of each header was machined out further in order to
produce a l-groove which is typically used in manufacturing of plant pipe welds [7].
The geometry of the 1 groove includes two slopes as shown in Figure 4.1. The first
slope makes an angle of 25° with the horizontal plane and the second angular span
of the slope between the side walls and vertical plane is 150 • By matching the
sections of two headers where the 1 groove was introduced, the headers were butt
welded. The welding process involved two steps: the Tungsten Inert Gas (TIG)
method was used to join the headers in the first pass. Then, following passes were
made by using manual metal arc (MMA) welding with a target of the heat input of
about 1.35 kJ/mm. The structure of the fusion boundary and the relative positions of
the TIG and MMA weld passes are shown in the macrograph in Figure 4.2. The
assembly of the welded pipe with dimension of 830 mm total length is depicted in
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Figure 4.3. The summary of the geometrical parameters, material properties and
weld features are given in Table 4.2.

Table 4.2 Summary of the geometrical parameters, material properties and weld
features [7].

Components
Global geometry
Parent Material

Weld characteristics

Geometry of welds

Characteristics
Outer radius, Ro (mm)
Wall thickness, t (mm)
Stainless steel
0.2% Proof stress (MPa)
1% Proof stress (MPa)
Designation
Weld type
Number of passes
Average arc energy (kJ/mm)
Weld material
1% Proof stress (MPa)
Arc-length, L (degrees)
Groove width (mm)
Depthd (mm)

216
19.6
AISI Type 316H

212
272
Girth
MMA

16
1.35
316L
446
360
22

19.6

4.2.2 Specimens
The 'as-received' material for this study was cut in the form of a 190 mm long semi
circle pipe section as shown in Figure 4.4. To extract test material from the pipe for
this work, first of all transverse slices were machined from the weld section with
dimensions of 19.6 mm wide (the pipe's wall thickness) x 190 mm long (along the
length of the pipe) xiS mm thick (along the circumference).

Before machining out the specimens, one of the slices was metallographically
examined to determine the variation of the microstructure across the weld. First of
all, the slice was rough ground by SiC from grit size 220 up to 4000 finish followed

by fine automatic polishing first in 6J.LI1l diamond suspension then finishing in 1J.LI1l
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diamond suspension. Afterwards, etching was done by immersing the specimen for
less then 30 seconds in a solution containing NaOH and NaF in water. These
processes also helped to determine the location of the slices where the standard and
micro tensile test specimens would be extracted.

The effect of the welding process on the mechanical properties across the weld
material was studied using very small specimens. These micro-tensile specimens,
with a gauge length of 3.75 mm, width of 0.7 mm and thickness of 0.7 mm (Figure
4.5), were machined using electro-discharge wire machining (EDM), from various
regions of the weld at two orientations. The longitudinal specimens (orientated in a
direction normal to the weld line) were extracted from five regions of the weld:
fusion zone, HAZ, and within the parent material at varying distances from the weld
line (Le. parentI at 20 mm, parent2 at 30 mm and parent3 at 90 mm) as shown in
Figure 4.6 a. Specimens in the weld line direction (in the wall thickness direction of
the pipe) were machined from three regions: fusion zone, HAZ, and parent material
at a distance of 90 mm from the weld line as shown in Figure 4.6 (b). So, eight
micro samples, five in the longitudinal direction and three in the weld line direction
were analysed in this study.

In order to investigate whether micro-samples machined out from different regions
of the pipe were necessary for determining mechanical properties or only one
standard sample containing the all regions of the weld is reliable to use, a standard
tensile specimen was machined from one of the slices such that the important
regions of the weld (e.g. weld and HAZ) are contained within the specimen gauge.
The dimensions of the standard tensile test specimen and its machining position on
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the slice is shown in Figure 4.7. The specimen, which is 10 mm wide and 3 mm
thick in the 80 mm long gauge region, was also machined using EDM.

4.3 Experimental Procedures
4.3.1 Micro Tensile Test Specimens
The tensile tests for the micro tensile test specimens were performed using a screw
driven tensile testing machine (Instron 3367) with a calibrated 30kN capacity load
cell at ambient temperature.

Digital image correlation was used to monitor the full field displacement maps in the
gauge sections during the tensile tests. A high resolution (4 Mega-pixels at 12 bit)
monochromatic progressive scan camera (LaVision Image Pro 4) [9] was used to
capture the surface deformation of the specimens during the tensile tests. A
telescopic lens with a variable zoom and a working distance of 90 mm (Rodenstock
macro CCD vario-Iens) was used in the tests, so that the whole gauge length of the
specimens were contained in the field of view at maximum possible resolution. A
conventional extensometer equipped with a wire spring was used in all microsample experiments. Figure 4.8 depicts the micro tensile test specimen placed in the
grips and Figure 4.9a and 4.9b show the two different aspects of the DIC set up: a
micro specimen, grips, the telescopic lens, an illumination system and an
extensometer. The illumination during all experiments was distributed onto the
surface uniformly and constantly in order to get high accuracy result as surface
contrast is directly related to qUality of the lighting system. The surfaces of all the
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samples for the experiments were not polished since the EDM cutting processes
gave a good contrast on the surface.

At the beginning of each test, the camera had to be positioned and an initial image
prior to each test was calibrated since each specimen shows very different
mechanical properties in the plastic zone. In this manner, the magnification was
taken such that when the specimen plastically deforms, it still stayed within the
imaging frame. The ductility of the material around the weld was found to increase
with the distance from the weld line. For instance, the failure strain of the parent3
sample is about twice as much as that of the sample taken from the weld zone. Since
the field of view of the camera for the parent material will include a larger area than
that for weld material, lower resolution was obtained for the parent3 sample than
that of the weld sample. At each test, the applied load and the displacement of the
test machine's cross-head were recorded. During the testing of the micro-tensile
specimens, an extenso meter monitored the specimen extension which was used as a
verification of the cross-head displacement and the global extension determined by
the DIe software.

The micro-tensile specimens were tested under a constant displacement rate of 0.225
mm/min. The reason for choosing such a low displacement rate was due to the short
gauge lengths. The corresponding strain rate was in the order of lxlO-

3

S-l.

One

image per second was captured during the test. All images were stored in a desktop
computer running LaVision software [9]. The total number of images taken in the
duration of the tensile test varied between 300 and 700 depending on the ductility of
the material. The magnifications varied for the test samples. For example the pixel
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size was calculated as 4.8 Jlm for the parent3 sample and 3.8 Jlm for the microsample extracted from the weld region.

4.3.2 Standard (cross-weld) Specimen
Two independent non-contact full-field strain measurement techniques, digital
image correlation and electron speckle pattern interferometry, were utilized to
analyse the strain variation in the cross weld specimen when it was subjected to
tensile loading.

The ESPI unit at the Manchester Materials Science Centre was used for this
experiment. Figure 4.10 shows the design of the ESPI unit. The ESPI sensor (left
side of the figure) was joined to a movable pulley system on the screw-driven test
machine. This mechanism allowed the pulley system and ESPI sensor to move at
half of the cross-head speed. Consequently, the centre of the sample was tracked by
the ESPI sensor during the experiment [10]. This helped to minimize the effects of
rigid body motion.

ESP! systems consist of a laser source, mirrors and a CCD camera. The laser source
illuminates the surface of the sample and speckle patterns are generated. The
direction of illumination is controlled by the mirrors, and images of the speckle
patterns are recorded by a CCD camera. The whole system is controlled by a
computer and 3D ESPI software produced by Ettemeyer [11] was used to measure
the displacements of the longitudinal, transverse and out of plane strain components.
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For DIe, a high resolution (2048x2048 pixels at 12 bit) monochromatic progressive
scan camera (right side of the sample) was used to capture the surface defonnation
of the cross-weld specimen during the tensile tests. A Nikon 50 mm lens with a
variable zoom was used in the test. The position of the camera was adjusted by using
an XYZ translation system. Since in a typical tensile testing configuration one end of
the specimen is fixed and the other end is displaced by the cross-head movement,
the centre of the specimen gauge length, which contains the fusion zone, moves
within the field of view of the camera as the specimen extension becomes significant
in the plastic region. This movement would reduce the correlation area, in particular
in the test of the standard specimen as the magnification was optimized to obtain
maximum possible pixel size, and part of the gauge area will move out of camera
view. To alleviate this problem, in the test of the standard tensile specimen, the
camera was moved at half of the cross head distance at every minute in the direction
of the cross-head by means of the translating stage so that the camera position
tracked the centre of the specimen.

polishing the surface for optical correlation and laser speckle is not desirable since
DIe requires a contrast surface in order for the analysis software to distinguish the
sub-region movements, and ESPI requires baving surface which shows a matt finish.
Since all the specimens used in this study were cut by EDM, they already had a
surface finish suitable for having contrast surface for DIe and the generation of a
speckle pattern. As a result, there was no need for further surface preparation for the
specimens.
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The tensile test was carried out using a twin-screw type 1196 Instron tensile testing
machine with a calibrated load cell of 30kN capacity. The tests were conducted at
room temperature. One side of the sample was used for ESPI and the other side for

ole. In order to preserve the surface on which the DIC experiment was carried out
from the reflection of the laser, the surrounding sample was covered by thick
cartons.

After the specimen was placed into the tensile test machine and aligned, the cameras
were positioned so that their line of the sight was normal to the specimen surface, in
order to minimize out-of-plane affects. Once the cameras were positioned and
calibrated, the acquisition of images for both the DIC and ESPI commenced.

The acquisitions for

ole were automatic, whereas the camera for the ESPI system

was operated manUally. The experiment was stopped when a total strain of 30% was
reached, which corresponded to about 400 images for Ole. Data collection was
controlled by the data acquisition system and digital images were stored in the
LaVision computer.

Image acquisition for the ESPI system was governed by a

pe

running ISTRA,

software produced by Ettemeyer [11], and the PC was connected to the load cell
which allowed each phase image to obtain the corresponding load reading. For this
experiment, the pixel size was 41 Ilm for

ole and each fringe represented 1.07 Ilm

of displacement for the ESPI technique.
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4.4 Data Analysis
4.4.1 Digital Image Correlation
Once the tensile tests were completed, all the images captured during the tests were
processed using the LaVision software to obtain the displacement vectors. While
performing the experiments, the specimen is subject to rigid body motions. If not
corrected, these motions would cause errors in the measurements since the software
will not discriminate between actual deformations and the apparent displacements
due to rigid body motions. It is hence necessary to remove the effect of the rigid
body motion before beginning data analysis and the LaVision software enables
removal of this effect. This issue was explained in detail in Chapter 3. In addition,
the regions of most interest were extracted from the images to make analysis
quicker. For all experimental results. an integral strain field option where all images
are correlated relatively to the first image to obtain total deformation was used. The
multi-pass with decreasing interrogation sub-region size option was chosen to
calculate the vector field with three iterations. The initial sub-region size was chosen
as 64x64 pixels with 25% overlap. After the reference vector field was calculated in
the first pass, the sub-region size was reduced to 32x32 pixels for the following
passes. Figure 4.11 presents the post-processing steps of the analysis performed for
one of the selected micro samples.

The vector field data was then transferred to a MATLAB script where the data was
analysed to determine first the displacement values in the longitudinal direction
along the gauge length of the specimen. to compute the strain field along the
longitudinal direction, and so to calculate the strain variation along the gauge length
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by choosing a suitable differentiation range and overlap: a number of successive
displacement data points (e.g. 3, 4, 5) were extracted and converted into a strain
value via an appropriate differentiation range. Overlap (e.g. 1, 2) goes back and
extracts next data points. This provides a smooth variation for the strain field. For all
experiments, differentiation range and overlap were selected as 4 and 2 respectively.
Justifications of these two parameters were given in the results section of Chapter 3.
Therefore the spatial resolution was around 0.2 mm for the micro-samples and 2 mm
for standard sample.

Since the main object of this study was to investigate the mechanical properties
along the gauge length of the specimens, each row in the resulting strain arrays was
averaged over the width of the region where mechanical properties are to be
determined. In other words, the variations in mechanical properties along the weld
direction were not the concern of this investigation. Furthermore, averaging the
strain data over the width of the region of interest provided convenient comparison
between the ESPI and DIC results as their spatial resolutions were different from
each other. Consequently, one-column strain data were obtained: each row of which
represented the averaged strain data for each sub-region. The resulting stress-strain
data curve was determined for each row. The MATLAB script was then used to
calculate the elastic modulus, proof stress and ultimate tensile strength (UTS) for
each region.

4.4.2 Electron Speckle Pattern Interferometry
The ISTRA software [11] was used for data analysis of the speckle pattern in order
to create displacement maps from the speckle pattern images obtained using the
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ESPI technique during the tensile test of the standard specimen. For this purpose,
each subsequent image which was obtained during the test was subtracted from the
reference image that was taken before the loading commenced. The resultant
patterns show fringes of bright and dark speckles. Figure 4.12a shows the image of
the cross weld tensile test specimen captured by the ESPI unit during the
experiment. The corresponding phase map of the cross weld specimen is given in
Figure 4.12b. The rectangular areas on the images demonstrate the region from
which measurements were taken.

The ISTRA software was used to obtain the longitudinal displacement arrays from
the phase maps. The resulting displacement vectors were then analysed using
MATLAB scripts, in a similar manner to DIe analysis. A MATLAB script was first
used to average the longitudinal displacement data along the width of the region
where the mechanical properties are to be determined. Then the strain was calculated
by differentiating the displacement data along the gauge length. The resulting stressstrain curves along the length of the specimen were obtained at each point. Finally,
the proof stress values across the weld were calculated by means of a MATLAB
script.

4.5 Results and Discussion
Figure 4.13 shows the stress-strain curves of micro-specimens extracted from five
different regions of the slice with the loading orientation normal to weld line (i.e.
Weld, HAZ, parentI, parent2, and parent3). It can be seen that the weld microsample shows the highest yield strength and the lowest initial work hardening rate
amongst five micro-samples. The lowest yield strength is observed for parent3
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material. The stress-strain curves of the three micro-specimens cut out from the
weld, HAZ, and parent3 zones in weld line direction are given in Figure 4.14. Once
again, the weld region exhibits a higher yield strength and lower initial work
hardening rate than the others. Note that the averaged strain values of the DIC
results were calculated by taking an average of all sub-regions were used.

In order to verify the DIC results with conventional strain measurement for the
micro-sample tests, an extensometer was attached onto the grips. Good agreement
was found for all the micro samples. The agreement between the extenso meter and
the DIC result for a parent3 region in the longitudinal direction (normal to weld line)
is illustrated in Figure 4.15. Here, the averaged strain value DIC result is given by
the marker in the figure. The solid line represents the stress-strain curve obtained by
extensometer measurement.

Figure 4.16 shows the Young's modulus distribution along the length of the gauge
of the micro specimen extracted from the HAZ region in the weld line direction. It
can be seen that the Young's modulus varies between 194-208 GPa. Each data point
on the graph shows the position of the specimen (Le. each sub-region) where the
Young's modulus was calculated. As can be seen from the figure, uncertainty bar for
each point was calculated. As sub-region size was 32x32 pixels with 25% overlap,
the error in the strain value was calculated to be 1.66% from the Table 3.1in Chapter
3 and corresponding uncertainty in Modulus of Elasticity for each sub-region was
determined. Note that the gauge length of the micro-samples is very small, and only
6-7 data points could be measured in the elastic zone until the specimens reached the
yield point.
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After the complete stress-strain curves were determined for every sub-region for
each micro tensile test specimen, the proof stress variation along the gauge length
was calculated for the micro-tensile test specimens. Figure 4.17 shows the variation
in 0.2%, 0.5%, 1%, 2%, and 5% proof stress versus position along the gauge length
of the micro-specimen extracted from the parent3 region in the weld line direction.

The variation of 0.5% proof stress along the length of the micro-samples at two
orientations is plotted in Figure 4.18. It can be seen that the longitudinal specimens
(in a direction perpendicular to the weld line) in the weld region indeed represents
the worst case (very heterogeneous); the variation in all the other cases is not so
steep. Figure 4.18 also shows the effect of orientation on the proof stress in different
regions. There does not seem to be a trend with orientation, but the change in proof
stress is more pronounced with the HAZ; the strength of material in this region in
the direction perpendicular to the weld line is considerably higher than that in the
direction parallel to the weld line. It is also clear that proof stress distribution for the
micro samples in the longitudinal direction continuously gets lower when remote
from weld centre. This trend maintains till the furthest region from weld centre.

Plots of proof stress and UTS versus the distance from the weld centre, showing all
the micro-sample results from different regions are given in Figure 4.19. Here, since
the plot shows the mechanical properties along the direction normal to the weld line,
only one value in each region can be shown for 0.5% proof stress of micro samples

in the weld direction, thus the averaged values of micro samples extracted in the
weld direction were used. Therefore, scatter bars were used to represent the proof
stress variations of the micro-specimens in the weld direction. A summary of all the
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mechanical properties of the weld material obtained from the micro tensile test
specimens is given in Table 4.3. It can be seen from the table and/or its graphical
version Figure 4.19 that the proof stress and UTS show significant variations. In
general, the strength values decrease away from the weld. One of the interesting
tensile properties found in these experiments was that the UTS value of the micro
sample extracted from the parent3 zone in the longitudinal direction is the lowest
whereas it has the highest value in the welding direction.

Table 4.3 Mechanical properties of cross weld material obtained by tensile tests of
micro-specimens

Weld in the longitudinal direction
Weld in the weld line direction
HAZ in the longitudinal direction
HAZ in the weld line direction
parentI in the longitudinal direction
parent2 in the longitudinal direction
parent3 in the longitudinal direction
parent3 in the weld direction

%0.5 Proof
stress (MPa)

Ultimate tensile
strength (MPa)

389 -465
413-453
392-433
298 - 341
305 - 346
272-304
250-267
288 - 322

567
545
582
528
557
549
492
572

One of the most significant features of this DIe study for the cross-weld test was to
compare the experimental results obtained by ESPI for standard samples and DIe
for micro-samples. Investigation of the mechanical properties of the pipe girth weld
material by a cross weld sample using the DIe technique, as can be seen in the
literature, is powerful. However, verifying these results with the micro-samples and
other independent optical methods would be even better.
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Figure 4.20 shows an example of the longitudinal strain distribution in the gauge of
the standard tensile specimen using DIe and ESPI techniques at an applied stress of
455 MPa. There is an excellent agreement between the two optical methods used. It
can be seen that the deformation in the weld is relatively small compared to the
HAZ and the parent material. The level of strain seems to increase away from the
weld. That means the strength of the weld is higher than the parent material. Indeed,
the stress-strain curves extracted from each main region, by using the data from both
standard and micro-tensile specimens (Figures 4.13 and 4.21), confirm that the
strength of material increases towards the weld.

The comparisons of stress-strain curves obtained from micro-specimens with the
corresponding areas extracted from the standard tensile test specimen are given in
Figure 4.21. The stress-strain curves extracted from the weld, the HAZ, the parentI,
and the parent2 of the standard specimen agree well with the stress-strain curves
obtained by the micro-tensile specimens. However, the correlation between cross
weld specimen and micro sample for the region parent3 is not available since the
data extraction region for parent material on the standard tensile specimen could not

be obtained from a part that is exactly corresponding to the part where the micro
specimens were cut. The corresponding region was further away from the gauge of
the standard specimen. Figure 4.21 shows that the zone affected by the welding
extends further away from the weld line than anticipated when extracting specimens
from the pipe. The comparison of the stress-strain curves determined by ESPI for the
cross-weld specimen for different regions is also given in Figure 4.21. Since the
length of the gauge monitored by ESPI technique could only be under 40 mm due to
the large deformation involved during the test, only weld and HAZ regions in large
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plastic deformation were able to be compared by using two independent optical
methods. Nevertheless, fairly good agreement can be observed between the DIC
(markers) and ESPI (dash lines) methods for these two regions.

The comparison of the local 0.5% proof stress variations, in the direction of the
gauge length, between micro-samples and the corresponding areas extracted from
standard specimens by using DIC and ESPI are given in Figures 4.22 and 4.23.
Because the image resolution of the standard specimens was relatively low (larger
pixel size), fewer data points (sub-regions) could be extracted, whereas more points
could be obtained from the high resolution data of the micro specimens.
The variations of the 0.5% proof stress within the weld region for all experimental
results generated by using the plastic strain data of the micro sample experiments are
given in Figure 4.22. As can be seen, there is a considerable variation across the
width of the specimens, which was captured by both types of specimen. Although
results obtained from standard specimens agree well, there are some differences
between them and the micro-samples. The differences in the data can be attributed to
the fact that the micro-sample cut out from the weld in the longitudinal direction can
be elongated freely under the plastic deformation. In contrast, in the standard
sample, the surrounding material may constrain the weld material and not allow it to
elongate freely.

Figure 4.23 shows the 0.5% proof stress variations for the regions HAZ, parentI and
parent2 for micro and standard specimens. Unlike the weld region where there are
differences between micro and standard samples on the variation of proof stress, all
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results are in very good agreement within these regions. Step changes found in the
weld region are not observed in these other regions.

The variation in proof stress for the results obtained by DIe and ESPI is clearly seen
in Figure 4.24, which plots the variation of 0.5% proof stress with distance
perpendicular to the weld line, along the gauge length of the standard tensile
specimen. Figure 4.24 also shows that the proof stress variation with distance from
the weld line does not level off to a constant value, i.e. does not quite reach the
weld-unaffected zone, within the gauge length of the standard tensile specimen. This
explains the large discrepancy observed between the stress-strain curves obtained by
micro and standard tensile specimens given in Figure 4.21, as discussed earlier.
Furthermore, it is obvious from Figure 4.24 that the strength variation with
perpendicular distance from the weld line is not symmetrical on each side. This may
be due to the fact that the effect of the welding might not be symmetric, i.e. the

thermal strain and plastic strain during the welding process might not transfer to
base material equally on both sides.

Figure 4.25 shows a picture of one of the cross weld samples after the experiment. It
can be seen that the necking starts end of the gauge length. The reason for the
necking at that point is that the UTS decreases when remote from the weld centre as
can be seen from Figure 4.19 and since somewhere around the end of gauge length
reaches the UTS value frrst, necking begins there.
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4.6 Conclusion
In this study, tensile properties in different regions of a girth weld in a stainless steel
pipe have been investigated. Although it has been seen that the mechanical properties of
the frictional stir welds and a laser weld have been reported using the image correlation
method in the literature [1-6], the main difference of this work distinguishing it from
these previous studies is the use of two independent optical techniques, digital image
correlation and electron pattern speckle interferometry. These have been applied to
cross-weld tensile specimen to investigate measurement reliability, and image
correlation has also been used with micro tensile test specimens extracted from different
zones of girth welded pipe for comparison with results from standard tensile tests.
These sets of comparisons had not been done by previous researchers. Tensile
properties in different regions of a girth weld in a stainless steel pipe obtained using
micro tensile test specimens have been found to be in good agreement with those
detennined by full field strain mapping on a standard tensile specimen whose gauge
contained all the regions of the weld. In addition, it has been found that the results
obtained from the DIC and ESPI methods are in very good agreement.

Strain mapping proves to be an effective way of determining the mechanical properties
of the material across the welded region. It has been found that Digital Image
Correlation is a powerful technique and with the use of high resolution optical setup,
very accurate full field strain variations can be obtained within materials with
heterogeneous properties.
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4.8 Figures
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Figure 4.6 Machining positions on the slice taken from the pipe for micro-tensile
specimens in (a) the longitudinal and (b) weld line directions.

Figure 4.7 The dimensions of the standard tensile test specimen and its machining
position on the slice taken from the girth weld.
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Figure 4.8 A micro tensile test specimen and the grips used for experiments

Figure 4.9 DIe set up for the full field strain measurement on the micro sample.
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Figure 4.12 (a) The image of the cross weld ten ile test pecimen captured by the
ESPI unit during the expeliment. (b) The corresponding phase map of the cros weld
specimen. The rectangles on the images denote the region from which mea urement
were taken.
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of 455 MPa.
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Figure 4.25 A photograph of the standard sample after tensile test. The marker
shows the position of the sample where n eking starts.
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CHAPTERS

DETERMINATION OF THE RESIDUAL STRESS
USING THE CONTOUR METHOD

5.1 Introduction
The recently invented contour method is a destructive method, but has many
advantages [1-4]. Unlike other sectioning methods, such as hole drilling, it can map
the residual stress distributions in large cross sectional areas with a single cut.

The principle of the Contour Method is based on Bueckner's superposition principle
[5]. A specimen having residual stresses is cut into two parts and the resulting
relaxed surface contour is measured. The measured surface contour is then brought
back to its original flat profile in a finite element model, replicating the original
residual stress field. This procedure allows the full-field residual stress normal to the
cut to be measured along the cut plane. The contour method involves four main
steps: specimen cutting, measurement of the relaxed surface profile, data smoothing
and finite element analysis to reconstruct the initial residual stress field.

The contour method allows the residual stress maps to be obtained directly from
displacement maps with minimum time and computational cost. Furthermore, this
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method is not sensitive to microstructure and does not require complex equipment.
Since residual stress is directly determined by measured displacement, the contour
method does not require complex analytical equations or inverse solution. However,
like all residual stress measurement techniques the contour method also has some
limitations. The main disadvantage with the contour method is that only one residual
stress component can be obtained. Nevertheless, this is not a major drawback since
many measurement applications show that only one of the normal components
predominates and contributes to failure.

In this chapter, the theory of the contour method will be described first. Next, the
fundamental steps of the contour method and their experimental procedures will be
explained. Then the contour method will be applied in 2D and 3D situations in order
to numerically validate the technique. Finally, the contour method will be applied on
1-pass and 3-pass groove weld specimens. The results will be compared with results
obtained using the neutron diffraction technique.

5.2 Methodology
The principle of the contour method for measuring residual stresses is based on
Bueckner's superposition principle. Therefore, Bueckner's superposition principle
as applied to the contour method will be described here. In order to simplify an
illustrative description of the contour technique, a two dimensional body will be
utilized in this section although application of the contour method is equally valid
for a three dimensional body.
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Consider a 2D body possessing the arbitrary residual stress components
O'.u(x,y) 'O'Xy(x,y) , and

0' yy(x,y)

as shown in Figure 5.1. In step A, the 2D body

prior to the cutting process has both initial tension and compressive residual stresses.
When the body is sectioned into two halves along the line x

=

0, the residual stresses

are fully released and new traction-free surfaces are created. The boundary
conditions of the new traction free surfaces require that the normal and shear stress
components along the line x = 0 are zero. Therefore, this condition due to relaxation
of the residual stresses results in deforming of the body on both cut surfaces (step
B).

The displacement vector on the stress-free surfaces along the line x = 0, u(O,y) , can
be expressed as the change in position of each point before and after cutting and it
can be calculated as follows
(5.1)

in which

UXI

uy are the displacement components in the x and y directions

respectively.

The deformations caused by residual stress relaxation on both cut surfaces are
assessed by assuming equivalence of the surface tractions. In other words, the
surface tractions which enable to return the deformed surface to return back its
original shape are equal and of opposite sign to those that caused the residual
stresses which are released by sectioning. The relations between these surfacetractions and the residual stresses can be written as

(S.2)
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where n is a unit normal vector, and on the flat surface nx

=

1 and ny

=

o.

Since the traction free boundary conditions certify that the normal and shear stress
components along the surface are zero, the displacement vector u(O,y) given by Eq.
(5.1) on the cut surface is a result of the residual stress relaxation (by assuming
elastic relaxation) in Eq. 5.2 and hence the initial residual stresses can be calculated
by applying displacement vector in the opposite direction to an unstressed half part
as boundary conditions. The displacement and surface tractions can be seen in
Figure 5.1 on the point A which is an arbitrary point on the cut surface.

As an experimental procedure, only the x component of the displacement vector

Ux

can be measured on the relaxed surface. In other words, the initial y coordinate of
each point is unknown. However, it is still possible to determine the initial normal
component of the residual stressesO'.u(O,y), if additional computation effort is taken.

In order to determine the initial residual stress component from the measured
displacement, measured displacements can be expressed as a sum of the two
displacement components as follows

(5.3)
in which

iinormo/

component

O'.u

is a displacement vector caused by the release of the normal stress
and

stress component

iisheor

0'%y

•

is a displacement vector caused by the release of the shear

In the plane of the cut, the displacement result of the normal

stress relaxation is always symmetric
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-left
Unnrmal

(0 ,Y) --

-right
Unnrmal

(0 ,y.
)

(5.4)

Whereas, the displacement due to release of the shear stress is non-symmetric and in
the half plane, the left side is always equal to opposite sign of the right side. That is;
-left

U shear

(0 ' Y ) --

-right

-U shear

(0 ,y.
)

(5.5)

Therefore, if the measured displacements on the both surfaces are averaged, the
displacement due to shear stress relaxation will cancel out, and the average
displacement will be equal to the normal stress relaxation.

The description of the contour method is valid with the assumption that the effect of
the transverse displacement on the measured normal displacement is negligible.
Preliminary FEA study [1] has shown that the effect of the transverse displacement
is small enough to be ignored. Actually experimental error during the contouring of
the relaxed surfaces has a greater effect ignoring the effect of the transverse
displacement on the measured normal displacement [1].

Implementation of the contour method to a 3D body is similar to a 2D plane. In a
three dimensional body, another spatial direction z needs to be taken into account
during the measurement processes and the other three further residual stress
components a xz'

0" yz

,and

0" zz

will exist within the body. In this case, the traction

free boundary conditions also require that shear stress component axz(O,y,z) is to be
zero on the cut plane. Therefore, the measured normal displacement on the cut
surface involves the contribution of the displacement due to this shear stress
component axz(O,y,z). However, similar to 2D case, the averaged value of the
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displacement due to this shear stress component CTxz(O,y,z) will be always zero on
the half plane.

5.3 Implementation of the Contour Method
Implementation of the contour method involves four steps: sample cutting, contour
measuring, data smoothing and stress computation. In this section, we will discuss
them in detail.

5.3.1 Specimen Cutting
Specimen cutting is the first, and possibly the most critical step for the contour
method since the final result depends upon the quality of the cut. There are four
main assumptions for specimen cutting in the contour method. (This is normal in
any destructive residual stress technique). First of all, it is assumed that only elastic
relaxation occurs during the cutting. Next, deformation on the cut surfaces is entirely
due to residual stress relaxation and no significant stress is introduced by the cutting.
Then, there is no additional removal of material from the cut surface. Finally, one
additional assumption that the contour method requires is flat cutting. This
assumption is very important for implementation of the contour method because the
plane of interest will deform from its original configuration due to stress relaxation
during the cutting process and this relaxation may bring about deviation from the
original plane of the a cut to different path. Therefore, specimens must be clamped
firmly to avoid deviation from the original plane of the sectioning surface. Previous
studies [1-4] have proven that these assumptions can be satisfied by the use of
appropriate clamping.
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An electro discharge machine (EDM) is typically used for the contour method since
EDM has been shown very effective cutting for contour method [1-4]. EDM uses
electrical discharges (sparks) to remove material from a work piece made of any
material which conducts electricity. Rapid direct current electrical pulses are
generated between the work piece and the wire electrode, in deionised water. At a
certain applied voltage the material melts and vaporizes. A schematic of the EDM
machining process is given in Figure 5.2. In order to avoid introducing thermal
stresses into the material due to high temperatures during the cutting processes, the
specimen and clamps are submerged into a cycling liquid in the EDM tank. In the
project, samples have been sectioned by using a FANUC ROBOCUT a-O'B CNC
(computer numerically controlled) wire electric discharge machine.

5.3.2 Contour Measuring
Following the specimen cutting, the next step in the contour method is to accurately
measure the surface profile (topography) of the two cut surfaces. In this way, the
mutual displacements normal to the cut plane due to the stress release are measured.
Since the magnitude of the displacements for typical contour experiments are so
small (between 0.02 mm and 0.2 mm) due to the very small ratio of a / E for
engineering components, measuring of the surface displacement requires very high
precision equipment. The use of a coordinate measurement machine (CMM)
provides adequately accurate measurement for a variety of specimens [1-4].

Coordinate measuring machines are designed to measure the surface of a complex
shape with high precision. CMMs comprise four components which are the machine
itself, a measuring probe, a computing system and the measuring software.
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Measurements can be carried out in 3D using a probe which moves along three axes.
The machine used for the contour measurement in this project is a Mitutuyo Crystal
Plus 574 co-ordinate measuring machine with a ruby-tipped Renishaw touch probe,
<I> Imm. An overview of the CMM Mitutuyo Crystal Plus 574 co-ordinate

measuring machine is given in Figure 5.3

5.3.3 Data Analysis
The initial step of the data analysis is to remove noise or pollution data caused by
defects during manufacturing or the EDM cutting processes or due to uncertainty in
the measurements. The removal process is applied on both the sectioned surfaces.
Then, the contour measurement points of both surfaces are averaged. As explained
in the section 5.2, this is essential in order to cancel out any shear stress effects on
the cut surfaces and any deviations from a straight cut [1]. The resulting averaged
surface is then numerically smoothed before inputting the data into a finite element
simulation. The smoothing analysis involves fitting the measured and averaged
displacements to smooth surfaces. There are numerous smoothing methods such as
Fourier, polynomial, moving average or splines.

Data smoothing is vital since any variation in the averaged profile due to surface
roughness produces an amplified effect during the calculation of residual stresses.
One of the most popular data smoothing techniques is a 3D cubic-spline based
algorithm [6]. The algorithm is based on joining polynomials at constant intervals
(knots) to form a smooth spline. The knot spacing is adjusted to determine the best
fit to the data by means of the least squares analysis.
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5.3.4 Determination of Stress
Once measured and averaged displacements have been smoothed to minimize the
effect of the EDM surface roughness on the residual stress profile, half of the
sectioned part is modelled as initially flat and stress free surface rather than the
deformed shape as this is a simpler approach. The opposite of the averaged and
smoothed data is applied as displacement boundary conditions to nodes on the
surface which represents the cut. An equilibrium step is taken and the resulting
residual stress normal to the cut surface is obtained. Boundary conditions can be
applied on either a deformed or a flat surface. Since the displacements applied on the
cut surface as boundary conditions are small enough, results obtained by applying
the boundary conditions on deformed surface and flat surface are equivalent [1].

5.4 Numerical Validation of the Contour Method
In this section, finite element simulation is used for the validation of the contour
method in the 2D and 3D bodies. Validation of the contour method by FE simulation
involves two steps. In the first step, residual stresses are generated within a body
(step A). Subsequent to this process, the EDM cutting is simulated and the reSUlting
displacements caused by release of the residual stresses on the 'cut' surfaces are
'measured' (step B). In the second step, half of the geometry is modelled and the
opposite sign of the displacements recorded in the first step are applied on the
unstressed and flat surface as boundary conditions. Finally, the result of the purely
elastic FE analysis calculation is compared with the known residual stress values.
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For our contour method simulations, the eigenstrain concept is used for generating
initial residual stresses in a body. Previous studies have demonstrated that residual
stresses in a body are due to an incompatible strain field which is the so-called
inherent strain [7-9] or eigenstrain [10-11]. Eigenstrain was defined as anisotropic
thermal expansion coefficients. In this way the full eigenstrain tensor could be
introduced into the FE model. After the equilibrium step is taken, the corresponding
residual stresses are obtained. Much greater detail about eigenstrain will be given in
the following chapter 6. In this chapter, eigenstrain was used for merely generating
residual stress field within the 20 and 30 bodies.

5.4.1 Numerical Experiment: 2D Contour Method
In order to illustrate the validity of the contour method in a 20 body, a beam with
200 mm length and 100 mm of width in the xy plane was used where the length of
the beam is in the x direction (longitudinal) and the width of the beam is in the y
direction (transverse).

A 20 body is considered to be treated with continuous processing along the x
direction (the variation of the eigenstrain along the x direction is constant).
Therefore, the compatibility equation in 20

(5.6)

shows that only x direction component of eigenstrain

&: causes to residual stresses

within the body as the other components of the eigenstrain simply satisfY the
compatibility condition, i.e. their partial derivatives with respect to x are zero. Note
that continuously processing along the one of the principle axis is not a requirement
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of the contour method. Here, continually processing was used to simplify the
equations.

Because of the symmetrical characteristic of the system, only half of the beam was
modelled using the FE code ABAQUS. The material was assumed to be linearly
elastic and isotropic with an elastic Young's modulus of 200 GPa and a Poisson's
ratio of 0.3. The mesh was characterised by linear shape four node reduced
integration points, and plane stress case. In order to accomplish the cutting
simulation, a constraint boundary condition was applied on the cut line.

The longitudinal component of an arbitrary eigenstrain with the following formula
was then introduced into the model:

•

&.u(y) =-

500MPa
E

2]
[ ( ) ,

2y
exp -3 -;-

(5.7)

in which w is the width and E is the elastic Young's modulus of the 20 body.
Solving the equilibrium gave the known residual stress within the body. The residual
stress component normal to the cut plane was recorded for later comparison with the
contour method. Following recording of the residual stress, the constraint boundary
on the cut line was released in order to simulate the 'cutting'. The resulting
displacement on the mid-plane due to residual stress relaxation was 'measured'.

The next step was to simulate the contour method. For this purpose, half of the
geometry with undeformed and unstressed conditions was modelled by keeping all
the parameters (mesh density, material) the same. The 'measured' displacement
from the ftrst simulation was applied as displacement boundary conditions with
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opposite sign. The resulting residual stress component normal to the cut plane was
compared with the known value of the residual stress obtained from the first model.

5.4.2 Numerical Experiment: 3D Contour Method
For the validation of the contour method in a 3D body, a block of dimensions 120
mm long, 60 mm wide and 15 mm thick was modelled. It was assumed that the
specimen was isotropic and linear elastic with a Young's modulus of 200 GPa and a
poisson's ratio of 0.3. The mesh size was chosen as 0.5 mm x 0.5 mm with reduced
integration point 4 nodes, and linear shape. For this simulation, the principal
direction normal to the cut plane was z, the long transverse direction was x and the
short transverse direction was y. The block was assumed to be continuously
processed in z direction so that the eigenstrain variations in the z direction are
constant. Once again, continuously processed body in one of the principle directions
is not a requirement of the contour method.

The block was considered to have normal and shear stresses along the plane of the
cut so that the accuracy of the contour method in the event of having multiple
components of residual stress on the cut plane can be seen with this numerical
experiment. Similar to the 2D simulation, the residual stresses within the body were
generated by inputting arbitrary eigenstrains into the tnodel. Since each component
of the eigenstrain can produce residual stresses within the body, all eigenstrain
components for the simulation of contour method in three dimensions were input
into FE model with the following formula:
f(x)

=sin(2nx 1w)/2,g(y) =cos(21U' 11)/2,
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(5.8)

where w is the width and t the thickness of the sample. The cross-sectional profile
variation for the five components of eigenstrain (except for E:) is shown in Figure
5.4. Since the effect of

E;z

on residual stress is much more than the other

components the magnification of

E:

was chosen to be smaller than the others.

Defining anisotropic thermal expansion coefficients as a function of x and y
positions, all six eigenstrain components were input into the FE model as a pseudo
thermal strain. The resulting known residual stress component that is normal to the
sectioned surface was recorded (before the 'cuf). Then, the model was 'cut' into
two halves and the deformation on both surfaces was 'measured' and averaged.
Next, one of the halves, undeformed and unstressed, was modelled and the inverse
sign of the displacements recorded from first simulation were applied on the cut
surface as boundary conditions. The resulting residual stress component normal to
the cut surface was recorded.

5.4.3 Results and Discussion
Figure 5.5 denotes the 2D model with the residual stress variation caused by the
eigenstrain with the formula given by equation 5.7. Here, the deformation
magnification is 300 for the figure. After EDM simulation of the model, the
displaced values of the deformations on the cut line were recorded. The
displacement variation generated by the eigenstrain on the cut line is given in Figure
5.6. As is expected from Figure 5.S where the residual stress value is positive in the
middle of the cut line and negative at the edges, the displacement value has opposite
variations along the cut line.
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The comparison between the known initial residual stress obtained from the first
simulation and the measured residual stress acquired from the contour simulation
through the cut line is given in Figure 5.7. As can be seen, there is very good
agreement between them. The maximum error between the known and measured
values is only 0.077 MPa. Since the cut line did not initially contain significantly
large shear stress (maximum 2 MPa), there was no need to average the cut pairs and
to model the full size of the 2D body. In the event of having only the normal
component on the plane of interest, the displacements from both sides are identical.

Figure 5.8 shows the displacement on the surface caused by the release of the
residual stresses subjected to the cut simulation for 3D body contour method
verification. The resulting contour maps of the known and measured residual
stresses are given in Figure 5.9. Contour measurement obtained from the average of
the cut pairs, the left displacements only and the right displacements only are also
given in the same figure. As can be seen here, the contour method result obtained
from the average of two cut surfaces is in good agreement with the known initial
residual stress map. Although similar results were acquired by taking only one pair
of the surfaces (left or right), there are still differences that can be observed.
Especially, near to the top line and bottom line at the surfaces, the differences are
visible and they are different from the initial known residual stress. From the plots, it
can be inferred that the use of only displacements from one side would bring about
wrong results.

In order to compare the line plots of the known residual stress and calculated
contour results obtained from the averaged displacements, residual stress values
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were extracted from the FE model along the line at y =7.5 mm. It can be seen from
the Figure 5.10 that the contour result using the averaged displacement is in good
agreement with the known residual stress. The small differences between the
calculated and known residual stresses stem from the mesh size for the cut
simulation, which was not able to be less than 0.5mm as the pseudo thermal analysis
for generating the eigenstrain is highly computationally massive. It was also
observed from this numerical validation that the finer mesh was chosen the smaller
error was obtained between the known and measured value. In addition, the
difference is attributed to the geometrical simplicity that was mentioned in the
methodology of the contour method.

5.5 Residual Stress Measurements in Single and Multi-Pass
Groove Weld Specimens Using Neutron Diffraction and the
Contour Method
In this section, the contour method was performed on I-pass and 3-pass groove weld
specimens. Residual stress measurements on the same specimens were carried out
using the neutron diffraction technique by Turski and Edwards [12]. The stress
results of the two independent techniques were compared to see the agreement level
of these methods on groove weld specimens. Furthermore, measurements of residual
stresses made in a single pass compared to those in the 3-pass groove weld
specimen, has allowed the effect of successive weld passes on the fmal residual
stress field to be examined.
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5.5.1 Material and Specimens
The groove weld specimens were machined from a 316L austenitic stainless steel
with 50 mm thickness. Dimensions were reduced to a 200x 180x25mm3 sized blank.
Then, each blank was subjected to a stress relief solution heat treatment in order to
remove any leftover residual stress. Then one side of each blank was machined out
further to produce the groove. Figure 5.11 denotes a schematic of the groove weld
blank and the geometry of the groove.

Welding was carried out using the manual metal arc process, with a target heat input
of about 1.8kI/m. Specimens were fabricated with 1,2 and 3 single pass weld beads.
However, only the single pass and the 3-pass samples were studied here.

5.5.2 Experimental Procedures
5.5.2.1 Neutron Diffraction Measurements
Turski and Edwards [12] measured the residual stresses in the groove welded
specimens using neutron diffraction, which was carried out on the ENGIN-X
instrument at the ISIS facility at the Rutherford Appleton Laboratory, UK [13].

Measurements in the I-pass and 3-pass welded specimens were carried out in the
three principal directions (longitudinal, transverse and normal to the weld bead).
SscanSS software [14], programmed by The Open University, was used to plan and
control the experiments. This software helps for positioning of the point in an
accurate way. The measurement positions were defmed prior to the experiment
using a virtual model of the sample.
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The origin of the coordinate system was chosen at the root of the groove as shown in
Figure 5.12. For each specimen, residual stress measurements using neutron
diffraction were carried out along three different lines: Scan A, scan B, and scan C.
The position of each measurement point for the 1 and 3 pass specimens have also
been drawn in the Figure 5.12. Scan A is the line through the thickness at x = 0, scan
B and scan C are the lines in the transverse direction at y

= 2.9 mm, and y = 7 mm

respectively. In all cases measurements were made using a 4x4x4mm3 gauge
volume.

5.5.2.2 The Contour Method
Cross sectional mapping of the longitudinal residual stresses of both the 1 and 3 pass
groove weld specimens at the mid-length of the weld (Figure 5.11) were obtained by
applying the contour method.

For the very first step of the contour method, the groove weld specimens were
sectioned in half by wire electro discharge machining (EDM) using a 0.1 mm
diameter brass wire. In order to minimize movement of the specimens as stresses
were relaxed during the cutting processes, holes were drilled at the end of the
specimens. It was assumed that these holes did not alter the residual stress
distribution at the mid-length of the weld (measurement plane). The holes enabled
specimens to be clamped firmly by bolts. To prevent additional thermal stresses
during the cutting, the specimens were submerged into temperature-controlled
deionized water. Figure 5.13 shows a picture of the 1 and 3 pass groove weld
specimens after the cuts. Also the holes can be seen in the same picture.
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Subsequent to EDM cutting, the surface contours of each of the two cut pairs of the
specimens were measured. Each cut surface was measured on a 0.5 mm spaced grid,
resulting in -17,000 measurement points for each surface.

After the measurements, data reduction steps were employed. For this purpose,
measured data from the both sides were translated till they were aligned in a
common coordinate system. Then they were interpolated on a regular grid in order
to make sure that the averaging process of the cut surfaces was done between
corresponding locations. Next, the contour positions of both cut sides were
averaged. This averaging step is essential as it allows the effect of shear stresses and
any imperfections in the cut to be removed. The resulting surface contour was
subsequently smoothed before being applied in the FE analysis. The smoothing of
the data is necessary as any variations in the surface contour due to the surface
roughness of the EDM cut is amplified during the process of calculating stress from
displacements. Smoothing was carried out by curve fitting, using a 3D cubic spline
based algorithm [6]. In this work the knot spacing for fitting was set to be identical
in both directions for each specimen. For this work 3.5,5, 7 and 10 mm knot spacing
intervals were used to fit the measured and averaged displacements for both
specimens.

The stresses were finally calculated from the surface measurements by applying the
contours as boundary conditions, but with reversed sign, as a series of displacements
to the previous flat cut face of a one-half plate the finite element model
representation of each grooved plate specimen. The whole analysis is assumed to
behave elastically. The elastic constants used were: E=196 GPa and u=0.3. Finally,
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stress values obtained from the contour measurements were extracted from the FE
model at the corresponding positions where each neutron diffraction measurement
was carried out and compared with the neutron diffraction results.

5.5.3 Results and Discussion
To see the contour measurements on the cut surfaces of the I-pass and 3-pass groove
welded samples, the measured and averaged displacements are given in Figure 5.14.
Choices of a suitable fitting order and an interval to defme the surface feature
accurately are very important. There should be a balance between the accuracy and
smoothness of the fitting data. Therefore, using different sets of the knot spacings
over which the data were fitted, as explained in the section 5.3.3, the data analysis
was carried out. In order to illustrate the smoothed data of the contoured and
averaged surfaces, the 5x5 mm cubic spline data that was used for fitting to the
averaged data for the 1 and 3 pass groove weld specimens are given in Figure 5.15.

Preliminary contour results of the I-pass and 3-pass groove weld specimens [15] are
given in Figure 5.16. Residual stresses were found to be tensile in and around the
weld region and compressive remote from the weld region. The peak tensile residual
stresses are about 400 MPa for the I-pass and 425 MPa for the 3-pass specimens. It
can be also seen from the figure that there were very high compressive residual
stresses near to the top surface of the specimens with peak values around -400 MPa.

In a previous study [IS], these high compressive stresses were attributed to
machining residual stresses.

ISS

In order to find out whether the residual stress field along the cut plane had been
successfully determined using the contour method, additional analyses were carried
out. For this purpose, the measured and averaged raw data, and their smoothed data
obtained from the various knot spacing splines for the 1 pass groove weld specimen
were compared along the line x=O mm x=8 mm. Figure 5.17 (a-b) shows the
comparisons between the averaged data and the 3.5x3.5 mm, 5x5 mm, 7x7 mm, and
lOx 10 mm splines along the line x=O mm x=8 mm. These figures show that none of
the cubic splines was able to fit the sharp gradient of the averaged value especially
when y>O. Note that these figures denote the measured data in its gridded form
(since this is the form where the cubic splines are fitted to the data) thus the presence
of extrapolated data at regions beyond the surface plane, while this data is not
applied to the FE model to generate the measured stresses.

Therefore, in contrast to the preliminary results in Kartal et a1. [15] where the high
compressive stress close to the top surface was attributed to machining residual
stress, the actual reason is due to poor fitting of the sharp measured profile close to
the top surface resulting in the generation of artefacts in the final stress maps.

The reason for the presence of a sharp gradient in the measured data around the
groove wall may be due the fact that the thickness of the weld region is different
from the parent region. Also, since a wire is electrically charged with respect to the
workpiece, and spark erosion removes material during the cutting process, the finite
(non-zero) width of the cut would vary in the weld region. In other words, cut-width
in the weld region will be larger than that in parent region. The effect of a change in
thickness at the cut surface may be investigated by means of a stress-free sample of
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varying thickness. Since the original residual stress would be zero in the sample, the
variation of the measured displacement in thicker and thinner regions would be the
result of the cut-width.

Figure 5.18 denotes a similar problem when the same comparison is made along the
line y

= 7 mm. This problem again results in deviation of the cubic splines from the

measured data.

It is known that the accuracy of the final FE results in the contour method is limited
by the ability of the smoothing techniques. Different polynomial functions other
than the splines would be used to smooth the averaged value if they would provide a
better fit and results. However, comparisons of the different smoothing techniques
are not the object of this investigation.

The other way to fit the measured data appropriately is to remove some measured
points which cause the poor fit and the high compressive residual stress along the
line of the top surface. Since this process was convenient to apply for our problem
which provides a good fit especially in the zone (O<y<7) where scans B and scans C
were carried out, two lines of the measured points on the top surface were removed
before the row data was averaged. The comparisons between the averaged data and
the four different splines along the lines x=O mm x=8 mm after removal these data
points are given Figure 5.19 (a-b). In this way, much closer agreement was found
between the averaged data and the fit for the different splines. The figure also shows
that the best fits were obtained by using the 3.Sx3.S mm and 5xS mm splines.
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The longitudinal residual stress maps measured by the contour method for different
densities of the cubic splines for the 1 pass groove weld specimen are shown in
Figure 5.20. The averaged data was smoothed by cubic splines with 3.5 mm, 5 mm,
7 mm and 10 mm knot spacings after removing the data points which caused high
compressive residual stress on the top surface. The figure shows the largest stress is
less than 350 MPa at the base of the welded groove and compressive residual stress
less than - 200 MPa on the top of the one pass specimen.

Figure 21 shows a comparison of the longitudinal residual stress measurements
made along Scan A for the 1 pass groove weld specimen. Results from all the spline
fits have been presented in order to illustrate the sensitivity of the cubic spline
densities on the final result. The measurements show that the stresses vary between
50-300 MPa at the base of the plate with peak stresses of 300 MPa just beneath the
welded groove. It can be seen from the Figure that the same general shape of the
profile is captured by both the neutron diffraction measurements and the contour
method.

For clarity, contour method results are presented using two separate figures for the
comparison between the two techniques for each scan (scan B and scan C). Figure
5.22 (a-b) show the comparison between the neutron diffraction and contour method
along scan B for 1 pass groove weld. The measured stresses along line B with peak
stresses 200-250 MPa adjacent to the welded groove, these stresses fall to MPa at 40 mm from the centre of the weld.
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In the case of scan C (Figure5.23 a-b) peak stresses of 175-225 MPa are found close
to the groove wall, which fall to -60 MPa at 60 mm from the weld centre.
Agreement between the two measurement techniques is generally good for scans AC for the 1 pass specimen. The best agreement is found for scan B, while the

greatest differences (up to 100 MPa discrepancy) are found for scan A.

Because the same problem of compressive residual stress was found near to the top
surface due to the poor fitting of the sharp gradient in the 3-pass groove weld
specimen, some data points on the top surface were removed before carrying out the
data analysis.

The FE results obtained from the contour method for all four different spline
densities after filtering of the data for the 3-pass groove weld specimen are given in
Figure 5.24. It is found that tensile residual stress exists with a peak value of around
400 MPa in and around the weld, and compressive residual stress is present remote
from the weld region with a peak value of -250 MPa. The residual stresses are
hence tensile throughout the thickness of the specimen in the middle of the
specimen, balanced by a large region of compressive stress from about x = ±40 mm
until the far edges of each side of the specimen.

Figures 5.25-5.27 show comparisons between contour and neutron diffraction
measurements along scans A, B and C for the 3 pass plate respectively. All figures
show that peak stresses in the welded region are 50-100 MPa higher than those
found in the I-pass specimen. Agreement between the two measurement techniques
is much closer than that found for the I-pass plate, with most measurements lying
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within 50 MPa of one another. This can be explained due to the simpler geometry of
the 3-pass welded plate, and in the case of the single-pass plate data in the vicinity
of the unfilled groove which resulted in cut-with error is not described well by the
smoothing spline causing the stress in this area determined by the contour method to
have a high error attribute.

FE results obtained from the contour method for both 1 pass and 3 passes groove
weld specimens show that the residual stress map determined from the 3.5x3.5 mm
cubic spline demonstrates very short range variations in stress, which was actually
indicative of over fitting of the noise in the original surface contour data. Very short
range fluctuations on the cut surface were not expected in the macro stress variation.

In contrast to the 3.Sx3.S mm cubic spline, the same residual stress map determined
from the SxS mm cubic spline indicates a much smoother variation in residual stress.
Figure 5.20 and 5.24 show the same maps of stress determined from 7x7 and 10xlO
mm cubic splines, these maps show no significant improvement in the distribution
of stress over the 5xS mm cubic spline map, apart from a general increase in
smoothing. Profile comparisons between the various cubic splines and measured
data (similar to those shown in Figures 5.19) also suggest that the 5xS mm cubic
spline represents the best compromise between smoothing the noise in the measured
data and fitting the underlying surface profile. For this reasons the 5x5 mm cubic
spline stress map was found as the optimum result amongst the various cubic spline
densities employed in this study, and represents the final results for the I-pass and 3pass groove weld specimens.
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5.6 Conclusion
In this chapter, the theory of the contour method and its fundamental link with
experimental procedures was explained. Then validation of the contour method was
shown using 2D and 3D geometries. Finally, the contour method was applied on 1pass and 3-pass groove weld specimens. Comparisons between two measurement
techniques, the contour and neutron diffraction methods, have shown good general
agreement, increasing the level of confidence for these measurements.

It should be pointed out that the efficacy of the method is not only limited by spline
fitting. Other assumptions and errors also may affect the final results obtained from
the contour method. In particular, analysis of the cutting assumptions may benefit
from further investigation. In order to find out whether only elastic relaxation occurs
during the cutting process, especially for materials possessing large residual stress,
elastic-plastic finite element analysis can be carried out to investigate the
measurement error from inelastic deformation. Such analysis has been performed by
Lee and Hill [16], showing minimal plasticity effects even for large stresses. In
addition, non-destructive residual stress measurement techniques could be used to
investigate the agreement level between this analysis and the contour results, which
would indicate whether significant stress is introduced by cutting.

The cutting flatness is the most important criterion for the cutting induced error. The
error due to the cutting flatness can be evaluated from the stress-free sample which
would be cut under the same condition as the residually stressed specimen where
residual stresses are to be measured. Measured displacements on the stress free
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sample are imposed into the finite element model as displacement boundary
conditions and the resulting residual stress would give the cutting induced error.
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Figure 5.1 Illustration of Bueckner' superpo ition principle. Point A ymbolize any
arbitrary point on the cut plane with its di placement and surface traction
components.
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Figure 5.12 Schematic showing neutron diffraction measurement positions within
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Figure 5.13 A picture of the] -pass and 3-pass groove welded specimen after EDM
cuts. The holes which were used for clamping the material can be een bottom of the
specimen in figure.
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Figure 5.19 The compari on between the averaged data and four different pline
knot spacings for the 1 pa s groove weld pecim n along the lines (a) x=O mm and
(b) x=8 mm (after removing the row of data points on the top sUliace ).
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CHAPTER 6

NUMERICAL EXPLORATION OF THE
MULTI-AXIAL CONTOUR METHOD

6.1. Introduction
The conventional contour method allows the determination of 2D residual stress
maps which are directly obtained from displacement data and provides a relatively
low cost and quick measurement. In addition, the method is not sensitive to
microstructure and does not require complex equipment. The main disadvantage
with the contour method is that only one residual stress component normal to the cut
surface can be obtained. The principle of the technique, a numerical validation of the
contour method, and experimental results on one pass and mUltiple pass 316L
stainless steel groove weld specimens validated with neutron diffraction results were
given in the previous chapter.

Numerical and experimental investigations of the conventional contour method are
still being undertaken. However, there appear to be only a few investigations in the
literature measuring multiple residual stress components by using the capability of
the contour method. One of the most successful studies has been undertaken by
DeWald and Hill [1]. They used the information from two additional 45° cuts under
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the assumption of a continually processed specimen to calculate the full original
residual stress tensor.

In contrast, Pagliaro et al. [2] used an additional cut on an orthogonal plane after the
original part was sectioned into two halves to obtain two components of residual
stress. This method allows another residual stress component, that normal to the
second cut plane, to be measured. However, this approach enables the determination
of only one component of residual stress on each cut.

The aim of this chapter is to investigate the capability of the conventional contour
method to obtain multiple residual stress components by using information from an
additional two cuts, assuming a continually-processed part, and calculating the full
original stress tensor on the first cut of the specimen. In contrast to the conventional
contour measurement, in which displacement is directly used to determine the
residual stress distribution, in this technique the displacement is used to calculate
eigenstrain then the eigenstrain result is converted to residual stress by
computational techniques via the finite element Method (FEM).

In the present chapter, the definition of eigenstrain and the methodology of the
multi-axial contour method will be given in detail. Then a numerical validation of
the technique for 2D and 3D geometrical specimens will be undertaken using fmite
element simulation. In the subsequent chapter, the experimental implementation of
the multi-axial contour method will be discussed and comparisons with neutron
diffraction will be made.
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6.2. Eigenstrain
Eigenstrain is an incompatible strain field which results in the residual stress in a
body. The term 'eigenstrain' was adapted from a German article [3] by Mura [4].
This incompatible strain is also known in the literature as inherent strain [5].
Eigenstrain can be any kind of strain caused by any nonelastic process such as
plastic deformation, thermal expansion, and almost all manufacturing processes.
Since the inherent strain defined by Ueda [5] is as a source of residual stress and is
equivalent to eigenstrain [4], the residual stress corresponding to that eigenstrain
field can be calculated by using numerical analyses (FEM).

In principle, eigenstrains can be divided into two sets: effective and non-effective
[6]. Effective eigenstrains arise when an incompatible strain field is introduced to a
body, and a corresponding residual stress field due to this effective eigenstrain will
exist in the body. However, a non-effective eigenstrains will not produce any
residual stress in the body as they are compatible strains and only cause deformation
such as uniform tension or uniform shear (i.e. constant or linearly varying
eigenstrain). Therefore, there is most interest in effective eigenstrains when
investigating the residual stress distribution in a body.

In manufacturing applications, the main cause of eigenstrain is due to thermal strain
and plastic strain. Residual stress in a quenched material is, for example, the result
of plastic strain. In the case of welding, the eigenstrain is due to thermal strain
(temperature) and plastic strain (constraint from the material surrounding the weld
region).
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Consider the incompatible eigenstrain caused by only thermal strain in a body. The
actual strain can be expressed as

e; =atJ.T,

(6.1)

where e • is actual strain which is equal to eigenstrain, a is thermal expansion
coefficient and fJT is temperature increment. This equation (6.1) allows eigenstrain
components to be input into a finite element model system, and the resulting residual
stress corresponding to the eigenstrain is then calculated by means of the theory of
elasticity. Of course, eigenstrains may not only be thermal strains, but may arise
from any source of incompatible strain fields such as plastic strains and misfit
strains in discontinuous bodies.

Eigenstrain can be input to conventional elastic stress analysis as inelastic strain
fields as [4]:
(6.2)
in which au is stress tensor, CU1c/ is the anisotropic elastic tensor, e~ the eigenstrain
tensor and e1c/ is the total strain. Therefore, the value in the parentheses in Eq. (6.2)
is pure elastic strain. Hooke's Law for isotropic bodies is
(6.3)

where E is modulus of elasticity and v is Poisson's ratio. In elasticity, eigenstrain
can be considered as body forces, Mura [4] states that distributed eigenstrain in a
body can be replaced by equivalent body force in the equilibrium equations. Thus:
(6.4)
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in which Fi are body forces, and the comma denotes partial differentiation with
respect to the variable Xj. For a 3D body, the compatibility equations [7] are
(6.5)

(6.6)

(6.7)

(6.8)

(6.9)

(6.10)
The eigenstrain fields which satisfy equations (6.5-10) will produce stress free
deformation in a body. In other words, any kind of strain which is constant and a
linear function of the distance will not create any residual stress in the body.

6.3 Principle of the Multi-Axial Contour Method
The principle of the multi-axial contour measurement is based on determination of
the eigenstrain (inherent strain) field existing in the body. The motivation for using
eigenstrain to determine residual stresses in the contour method is that the
eigenstrain remains constant upon residual stress re-distribution. In other words, a
change in geometry of a body alters the residual stress distribution but not the
eigenstrain. By means of this feature, multiple cuts can be made without changing
the eigenstrain distribution. Moreover, as long as the eigenstrain variation in the
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body is known, the residual stress can be calculated for any configuration sectioned
from this body. To illustrate this concept, an FE simulation of a sample before and
after sectioning into several pieces was undertaken. The eigenstrain distribution and
corresponding residual stress is depicted in Figure 6.1. As may be seen, the residual
stress distribution in the sample redistributes after cutting whilst the eigenstrain
remains unaffected.

The one additional assumption over those used in the conventional contour method
is that the body is continually processed. In other words, the variation of eigenstrain
in one of the principal directions is constant. Ueda [8] implemented this assumption
in welds where the eigenstrain along the longitudinal (welding) direction is assumed
to be constant. The principle of the assumption for the particular problem was that if
the joint is long enough and welded continuously, then each plane nonnal to weld
direction would have the same thennal history. This assumption is not a major
drawback as many engineering products are continually processed, for example by
cold rolling or welding.

6.3.1 Two Dimensional Multi-Axial Contour Method
Implementation of the two dimensional case is a simplification of the multi-axial
contour method for a 3D body. Consider a 20 xz plane in a body which is
continually processed in the z direction as shown in Figure 6.2. The compatibility
equation given in (6.6) is valid for this plane and this equation tells us that only the
e:(x) component of eigenstrain may cause a residual stress in this plane. The other

eigenstrain components e:(x)ande:(x) just satisfy the compatibility requirement.
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In other words, the partial derivatives of these two components with respect to z are
zero. Since the z direction is continuously processed the variation ofs:(x) through
the z direction is assumed to be the same and varies in only the x direction.
However, the misfit strain s: (x) results in multiple residual stress components
oxx(x,z),ozz(x,z) and oxz(x,z) in the body.

The principle of the 2D multi-axial contour measurement is similar to the
conventional contour method. The continuously processed plane is cut into two
halves. The deformation due to stress relaxation is contoured and the measured
displacement is used to calculate the unknown eigenstrain distributions: (x) using a
smooth basis function. Since the basis function which is used to calculate the
eigenstrain component is smooth there is no need to perform further data smoothing
for the implementation of this method. Note that a single cut is sufficient to evaluate
the unknown eigenstrain s:(x) for a 2D plane, but multiple cuts are essential to
carry out the 3D multi-axial contour method.

The computation of the unknown eigenstrain through measured displacement can be
achieved by using an inverse solution technique such as is commonly used for
residual stress measurement techniques such as incremental hole-drilling [9] and
crack compliance [10]. It is assumed that the unknown eigenstrain variation s:(x)
can be defined as the sum of the basis functions:
s:(x) =

"
LA/%
~(x),

(6.11)

laO
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in which Pi is a functional series such as a polynomial, and AtZ are unknown
coefficients of the functional series expansions which are the basis functions to be
detennined. Here, the i index is the order of the polynomials in the x direction
(ranges from 0 to n). With the fonn of the unknown eigenstrain component given by
equation (6.11), detennination of this eigenstrain component is accomplished by
detennining a number of unknown coefficients (n+ 1).

These unknown coefficients are found from the displacement measured on the cut
plane. Assuming elastic behaviour and using superposition, this measured
displacement can be expressed by a linear combination of unknown coefficients as
n

um(xJ ) =

LA/zeJ

(6.12)

#,

1=0

where

Um

is the measured displacement on the cut plane, and Cfi is the compliance

matrix which would be 'measured' for each term in the polynomial series Pi. This
compliance matrix is a "measured" and averaged displacement caused by eigenstrain
distribution given by
(6.13)

and the relation can be expressed as
(6.14)
where u is an averaged displacement caused by Eq. (6.13). In this case, the measured
displacement

Um

is a single-column matrix including all displacement data points on

the cut surface, and the compliance matrix C will have one column for each term in
the polynomial series and rows for all data points computed on the sectioned
surface. Here, since the interval of the polynomials such as [-I, I] is much larger
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than the expected strain values, each tenn in the series is divided by 1000 to make
them of the same order of magnitude as the expected strain values.

In order to create the compliance matrix, half of the plane is modelled owing to the
symmetrical feature of the overall system, by imposing the constrained boundary
condition along the x direction (Figure 6.2). Then each tenn in the polynomial series
is input into the model, equilibrium is employed and the resulting residual stress is
obtained. By removing the boundary condition on the line, defonnation due. to the
residual stress is fully released and is 'measured' for each basis function tenn. There
is no need to average both halves since shear stress is always zero at the symmetrical
line for 2D defonnation.

In the matrix fonn, Eq. (6.12) can be written as
(6.15)
If the number of the point which is measured on the cut surface is equal to the order
of the polynomial series then the compliance matrix will be a square matrix and if
there is non-singularity of the system then this matrix can be solved. Non singularity
is achieved as long as there are no values that produce zero displacement.
Singularities arise if any eigenstrain variation caused by one of the known basis
function terms produces no stress. Some terms in the polynomial series satisfy the
compatibility and give a stress-free result. Therefore, these tenns are removed from
the compliance matrix manually to avoid having singularities present during the rest
of the analysis. If the number of the measured points is less than the order of the
polynomial series, then the displacement can be spatially interpolated. If the number
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of measured points exceeds the order of the polynomials then additional
computational effort is required. In this case, least squares are employed which
allows the minimization of error between the measured and fit data [5]. Hence, the
number of the unknown coefficients of the basis function can be calculated by least
squares as
(6.16)

Once the unknown coefficients of the polynomial series have been calculated, Eq.
(6.11) is employed to determine the unknown eigenstrain component&:(x). Finally,

the initial equilibrium step in finite element method gives the initial values of
residual stress distribution.

6.3.2 Three Dimensional Multi-Axial Contour Method
Extension of the multi-axial contour method to a 30 body is similar to that for a 20
plane except that, first of all, each eigenstrain component may not satisfy the
compatibility equations given in Eqs. (6.5-10) and bring about residual stress in the
body. Secondly, another spatial direction y needs to be taken into account for the
whole computation processes, which requires polynomial series that vary in the y
direction. Finally, it involves multiple cuts in different orientations of a continuously
processed prismatic specimen (as shown in Figure 6.3), and each couple pair needs
to be averaged to cancel out shear stress affects.

Initially, the specimen is cut into two halves (8=0° cut) as in the conventional
contour method. Both of the new cut surfaces are measured and the results are
averaged. Then, the two halves are cut along their diagonal (i.e. 8 = 45° and 8 = -
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45°). The displacements nonnal to the cut surfaces are contoured and averaged. Note
that the length of the specimen is chosen twice as long as its width so that the cuts
along their diagonal can be ±45°.

After all the measurements are completed, a data reduction step is carried out to
detennine the eigenstrain components from these three different measured and
averaged surfaces. The data reduction method is explicitly explained in the
following paragraphs.

It is assumed that each unknown eigenstrain variation (as a function of (x,y» can be

expressed as
(m+l)(n+l)

e: (x, y) =

L

(6.l7)

A/!:S;(x,y),

;=0

where

e: are the unknown eigenstrain components (here, only one component of

eigenstrain is denoted; other unknown eigenstrain components can be expressed in a
similar manner),

A/X!:

eigenstrain component

are unknown coefficients of the series for the unknown

e: to be calculated, and

SI represent bivariate polynomials

which are the dot product of two polynomials as basis functions such that
S/(x,y) = P'(x)~(y).

(6.l8)

Here, the k index is the order of the polynomials in the x direction (ranges from 0
to m), 1index is the order of polynomials in the y direction (ranges 0 to n), and
i = k + (I + l)n .

lQ4

Detennination of each eigenstrain component is again accomplished by solution of a
number of unknown coefficients «(m+ l)(n+ 1). Note that only three eigenstrain
components

&:, &: and &: are used to create the compliance matrix, since previous

work [1] has shown that the other three components of eigenstrain do not contribute
residual stresses significantly and cause instability in the inverse solution of
(Eq.6.16). Assuming elastic behaviour and using superposition, the measured

displacement u m can be expressed by a linear combination of unknown coefficients
as

[uJ= [C][A],

(6.19)

where the measured displacement

Um

is a one column matrix including all

displacement data points for all three cut and averaged surfaces such that

[uJ={[U m ]8=O' [U m ]8=4S" [Um]8~-4s' V,
where

[U m ]8=0' [u", ]8=45"

and

(6.20)

[u", ]8:-4S' are

measured displacement vectors on the

8=0°, 8=45°, and 8=-45° surfaces respectively. The matrix A is an unknown
coefficient matrix involving all unknown values for each eigenstrain component:
(6.21)
in which
the

[Au], [AD]

,and

[Al2]

are unknown coefficients of the basis function for

e:, e: and e: unknown eigenstrain components respectively. The compliance

matrix C constitutes the resulting displacements induced by each eigenstrain
component for each term in SI and will have one column for each eigenstrain
component, and rows for all data points computed from the three different surfaces
as follows:
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C=

[cn 10=0

[C

zz

[en ]0=45'

[c

zz

[en] 0=-45'

[c 10=-45'

]

0=0

]0=45'
zz

[CD ]0=0
[CD ]0=4S"

(6.22)

[CD ]0=-45'

Here, the compliance matrix consists of 9 components of sub-matrix each of which
is a displacement vector for different planes and different eigenstrain components.
For instance,

[c ]0=0
zz

is an averaged displacement vector induced by the

eigenstrain component &: for each term in Sj on the 0=0° surface and can be
generated as:
(6.23)
The other components can be expressed likewise. In order to create the compliance
matrix, the full size geometry is modelled since there are no symmetrical features.
Each eigenstrain component which constitutes the compliance matrix is then
imposed into the FE model. After an initial equilibrium step, deformation due to
residual stress on the cut surfaces is 'measured' and averaged. The simplifications
used to calculate the compliance matrix are that the displacement distributions on
both 8=45° and 0=-45° surfaces caused by&:and&: eigenstrain components for
each term in the bivariate polynomials series are identical (i.e.,

[c.a

]0 ..-45'

and

[CD ]8=45' = [CD ]8=-45' ).

[c ]8-45' =
oa

Therefore, to measure the displacement

distribution on either of the cut surfaces (8=45· or 0=-45°) is sufficient to determine
the other one. Furthermore, [CD]o-o will be always zero since &: results in only
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shear stress on the 0=0° surface, and hence the averaged displacement produces zero
displacement fields. Besides the displacement fields caused by
8=-45° are of inverse sign (i.e.

[en ]0=45'

=-

&: at 0=45° and

[en ]9=-45' ).

Once the compliance matrix has been calculated, the unknown coefficients matrix A
is computed by means of a least squares fit which allows minimizing error between
the measured and fit data
(6.24)
then the eigenstrain distribution can be calculated from Eq. (6.17). This is then read
into the FE model, which results in an elastic strain and the initial residual stress
field.

6.4 Numerical Validation of the Multi-Axial Contour Method
6.4.1 Legendre Polynomials
Legendre's Differential Equations [11-12] are encountered in many engineering
applications, and defined as
(6.25)
Where n is an integer. When n is a positive integer, the solution of these differential
equations are called Legendre polynomials. Since the equations (6.25) are second
order ordinary differential equation, the general solution involves two set functions
as follows
y(x) = AIIP,. (x) + B"Q" (x) ,

(6.26)
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in which An and Bn are coefficients of Legendre polynomials of the first kind Pn(x)
and the second kind Qn(x) respectively. Nevertheless, Qn(x) diverges at the value
x=±l. In order to get a meaningful result for the solution of the Eq. (6.25), Bn is

forced to be zero. The first few Legendre polynomials are as follows

Po (x) = 1
~(x)

=x

(6.27)

~ (x) =.!. [35x4 8

30x 2 +

3]

Ps (x) =.!. [63x s - 70x 3 + 15x]
8

~(x)=_1 [231x 6 -315x 4 +105x 2 -5]
16

Graphical representation of the first few terms of the Legendre polynomials is given
in Figure (6.4).

Series expansion using equations (6.11, 6.17) can be undertaken as polynomial
functions such as Legendre polynomials, power series or Fourier expansion. In this
study, Legendre polynomials were utilized for describing the basis functions. The
reason for using the Legendre polynomials for definition of the basis functions for
the work was that they are widely used for the series expansion approach as their
higher order terms (Le. two and more) automatically satisfy equilibrium. Legendre
polynomials are valid in the interval [-I : I] and hence the coordinates are
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normalised with dimensions of the thickness and the width before computing the
values for each eigenstrain component.

6.4.2 Numerical Verification of the Two Dimensional Multi-Axial Contour
Method
Finite element simulation was used for the numerical verification of the multi-axial
contour method in two dimensions. A 60 mm x 120 mm beam in the xz plane as
shown in Fig .6.2 was used for this simulation. Due to the symmetry of the system,
half of the sample, 60 mm x 60 mm, was modelled by using finite element software
ABAQUS 6.6 and a 120 x 120 mesh of reduced integration point 4 nodes, linear
shape, and a plane stress assumption. The material behaviour was assumed to be
isotropic and linear elastic with a Poisson's ratio of 0.3 and Young's modulus of 200
GPa, typical values for steels.

The initial known eigenstrain distribution s:(x) given by the equation (6.28) was
imposed into the 2D model.
(6.28)
where w is the width of the sample. In order to get similar magnitude to the
eigenstrain, the expression given by Eq. (6.28) was divided by 400. After the
eigenstrain was initialized, known residual stress components 0.a(x,z), ou(x,z) and

°

;a

(x,z) caused by the eigenstrain were recorded along the EDM cut line. Then, one

additional step was taken to simulate EDM cutting. For this pwpose, the constraint
boundary condition was used for the initial step along the line where contour
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measurement is supposed to be performed, and by removing this boundary condition
in the next step, the deformation due to residual stress is released and the
displacement on the line was 'measured'.

After the known residual stresses (before the 'cut') and the known displacements
normal to the 'cut' plane (after the 'cut') were recorded, the eigenstrain variations
corresponding to each term of the Legendre polynomial series (6.27) were input to
the model to generate the compliance matrix. The resulting displacements caused by
those terms in Legendre polynomials were then 'measured' (after the 'cut'), using
the first 20 terms of the basis function. Note that the first two terms of the Legendre
polynomials (Po and PI) satisfy compatibility and result in zero displacement.
Hence, these two terms were removed from the compliance matrix in order to avoid
any singularity in the equation system. Then, the compliance matrix and known
displacement distribution were input into Eq. (6.16), and the coefficients of the
Legendre polynomials AU were calculated. These coefficients of the basis functions
were utilized to calculate the unknown eigenstrain distribution e:(x) (6.11). By
imposing this eigenstrain into the FE model, the calculated residual stresses were
obtained. The comparison between the known and calculated residual stresses will
show the precision of the method as there are no experimental errors present in the
simulations.
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6.4.3 Numerical Verification of Three Dimensional Multi-Axial Contour
Method
For the 3D multi-axial contour method simulation, a simulated block of dimensions
160 mm long, 80 mm wide and 7.1 mm thick was used. It was assumed that the
specimen was isotropic and linear elastic with a Young's modulus of 72.4 GPa and
Poisson's ratio of 0.34, typical values for aluminium alloys.

For the simulation of the multi-axial contour method in three dimensions, all
eigenstrain components were input into the FE model using the following formula:
(6.29)
•

•

•

•

•

1

(6.30)

&.a(x,y) = &.l}'(x,y) = &.a(x,y) = &yy(x,y) = &yz (x, y) = 250 f(x)g(y),

Where

w

is the width and t is the thickness of the sample. In order to get similar

magnitude with eigenstrain, the expression given by Eq. (6.30) was divided by 250.

The cross-sectional profile variation for all five components of eigenstrain (apart
from&:) is shown in Figure 6.5. Since the effect of &: on residual stress is much
greater than the other components, the magnification of &: was chosen to be four
times smaller than the others. Defining anisotropic thermal expansion coefficients as
a function of x and y positions, all six eigenstrain components were input into the FE
model as pseudo thermal strain. The resulting known residual stress components on
the (8 = 00 cut) were recorded (before the 'cut' was implemented). Then, the model
was 'cut' into two halves and the deformation on both surfaces (8

=

0 cut) was
0

'measured' and averaged. Next, the two half-models were 'cut' along the diagonals
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(8 = 45° and () = -45°). The displacements nonnal to the cut surfaces were
'measured' and averaged.

Once the known displacements on the three surfaces and the known residual stresses
on (8 = 0° cut) were recorded, each tenn in the bivariate Legendre series was input
into the FE model as an eigenstrain distribution of each component (&:, &:
and&:). Note that only three eigenstrain components&:, &: and &: are used to
create compliance matrix, since previous work [I] has shown that the other three
components of eigenstrain do not contribute residual stresses significantly and
cause instability to the inverse solution (Eq.6.24).

The simulation was then allowed to equilibrate, and the reSUlting defonnations on
the three different cut pairs 'measured' and averaged for each tenn. The resulting
displacement for each tenn and each eigenstrain component constitute the
compliance matrix. Once again, Legendre polynomials are valid in the interval
[-1: 1] and hence the coordinates were nonnalised with dimensions of the thickness
and the width before computing the values for each eigenstrain component. Each
term in the bivariate Legendre series is divided by 1000.

After the compliance matrix was created, the unknown coefficients were found by
least squares solution of Eq. (6.23). Then, the unknown eigenstrain components
for &:, &: and &: were computed. Finally, these three eigenstrain components were
input into the finite element model and the resulting residual stress were compared
with the initial input.
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6.5 Results
6.5.1 Numerical Result of the 2D Multi-Axial Contour Method
The 'measured' displacement components normal (u z ) and transverse (u x ) to the
'cut' surface for 2D simulation and their fit data are plotted in Figure 6.6. The order
of the fit was selected as 13. The quadratic mean, which is a statistical measurement
of accuracy, was used to calculate the error between the 'measured' and fit data for
the normal displacement u z • Quadratic mean (QM) can be expressed as
(6.31)
in which r is the number of points measured on the cut surface, and uf is the fit data
which is obtained after computing unknown coefficients of the polynomials AU by
least squares (6.16) and inputting them into Eq. (6.15). Quadratic mean is useful
especially when the values consist of negative and positive signs to avoid cancelling
each other and getting a zero average. In order to investigate the accuracy of the fit,
the first 20 terms of the basis function were used to create the compliance matrix.
Figure 6.7 is a log plot of the quadratic mean error versus the order of polynomial fit
for the first 20 terms. It can be seen from the figure that there is no significant
reduction in error with increasing the order of the fit after the 13th order.

Figure 6.8 shows a comparison between the known initial residual stress obtained
from inputting eigenstrain in Eq. (6.28) and the calculated residual stresses acquired
from the multi-axial contour method simulation. Here, solid lines symbolize
measured values and dotted lines shows initial input values. There is an excellent
agreement between the measured and initial values. The longitudinal residual stress
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component

( j zz

is seen to be tensile and reaches 388 MPa in the middle, and is

balanced by remote compression stresses. The normalised error between the known
and measured residual stress components are shown in Figure 6.9, where normalized
error is defined as the difference between the known and measured residual stress
divided by the maximum known values. The error for this simulation was found to
be less than 0.003%.

6.5.2 Numerical Results of the 3D Multi-Axial Contour Method
The averaged displacements from three different surfaces (0 = 0°, 0 = 45°, and

o= -45°) generated by the eigenstrain distribution given in equations 6.29 and 6.30
at y = 3.55 mm and x = 40 mm are depicted in Figure 6.10 and 6.11 respectively.
The order of Legendre polynomials was chosen as 6 for both directions. The solid
lines of these two figures show the fit displacement acquired by the least squares
(Eq. 6.24), and the markers symbolize the known displacement. It can be clearly
seen from figures 6.10 and 6.11 that the 6th order is sufficient to give excellent
agreement between the known displacements and their fit. Since there is no
experimental error for the numerical simulation, any error between known and fit
displacement would reduce by choosing higher order of polynomials. However, the
average error for the 6th order polynomial fit is low enough to get" good agreement
between the two results.

The resulting stress tensor contour map on the 9 = 0° surface, determined by multiaxial contour measurement, is given in Figure 6.12. In order to compare these results
with the measured residual stress values, the stress values at y = 3.55 mm and at x =
40 mm are extracted and plotted in Figures 6.13 and 6.14 respectively. Although all
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eigenstrain components were used to generate known residual stresses usmg
equations 6.29 and 6.30, these plots demonstrate that the effect of eigenstrain
components &:

,& ~,

and &~ on the residual stress are much less than the others. The

normalised error between the known and 'measured' residual stress components at
y=

3.55 mm and at x = 40 mm are shown in Figures 6.15 and 6.16 respectively, and

in which the normalized error is the difference between the known and measured
residual stress and divided by the maximum known values (171 MPa). Those figure
show that there is an excellent agreement found between them by choosing 6th order
of Legendre polynomial series for both directions, showing that the method is
working smoothly.

It can hence be concluded that the full residual stress tensor can be determined with

high accuracy by means of calculating an eigenstrain from the measured
displacements.

6.6 Discussion
One of the main extensions of this method over the conventional contour method is
the use of eigenstrains to determine the residual stress. This makes it possible, by the
use of multiple cuts, to obtain data for predicting the full residual stress components
in a continuously-processed body. Moreover, since series expansion is utilized in a
least squares fit (Eq. 6.24) there is no need to smooth the measured displacement
surface. The use of eigenstrain is vital as the residual stress distribution is affected
by the

(J

= 45° and

(J

= -45° cut planes due to the free ends of the body. One

drawback, however, is that the creation of the compliance vector, the size of which
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depends on the displacement variation on the cut surface, requires substantial
computational effort compared with the conventional contour method. For example,
in order to create the compliance matrix for the 3D multi-axial contour method, the
order of the Legendre polynomials were chosen as 6 for both directions. Therefore,
147 jobs were analysed for numerically creating the compliance vector. In contrast,
a half model is sufficient for conventional contour method to calculate the residual
stress.

As an addition to previous research [1], numerical validation (by using a different
geometry, material and eigenstrain distribution) was undertaken to determine the
accuracy of the novel multi-axial contour method. This validation confirmed that the
use of only three eigenstrain components

e:, e and e: for creating the compliance
~

matrix was sufficient to get accurate results for any residual stress distribution in the
body. Moreover, a 6th order polynomial series for both directions was sufficient to
get very accurate results; the averaged error between the known displacements and
their fits on the three cut surfaces was found to be less than 0.1 %.

The reason for using Legendre polynomials as the basis functions for this work was
that they are widely utilized for series expansion approaches as the higher order
terms (i.e. two and more) satisfy eqUilibrium. Perhaps it would be simpler or quicker
for the implementation of the multi-axial contour method to use any other basis
functions instead of Legendre polynomials. However, Legendre polynomials gave a
small error for the non-polynomial numerical example used.
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There may be some limitations in the use of polynomial series for least squares
fitting. Firstly, a more accurate result will not always be obtained by choosing
higher order terms. In other words, the result may not converge more after a certain
order. In addition, they may show instability and not fit properly near end points.
For example, second and more orders of the Legendre polynomials show dramatic
changes near to point ±l (as shown in Fig. 6.4). This may be the main reason to get
errors in the fit as there are lower accuracy results at the ends of the samples. For
instance, Figure 6.15 confirms this issue. The normalized residual stress error is
around 0.004 in middle, but it becomes around 0.01 near to the end points.

6.7 Conclusion
In this chapter, the novel 'multi-axial contour method' technique for the residual
stress measurement was explained. Since this technique uses the eigenstrain concept,
first the theory of eigenstrain was given in detail. Then, the principles of the multiaxial contour method for 2D and 3D bodies were explained. Finally, the method was
simulated numerically in order to verify that it can accurately reproduce a pre-existing
stress field in a sample where the eigenstrain in invariate in one direction. Impressive
agreements have been found between multi-axial contour method and the known
values that were used for the validation of the technique.
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6.9 Figures
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Figure 6.1 Eigenstrain (longitudinal) and corresponding residual stres (von Mises)
distributions before and after cuts.
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Figure 6.2 Illu tration of a 2D continuou ly processed plane for multi-axial contour
measurement.
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Figure 6.3 Illu tration of a continuously processed prismatic sample for multi-axial
contour method.

Figure 6.4 The first few t rms of the Legendre polynomials
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CHAPTER 7

EXPERIMENTAL EXPLORATION OF THE
MULTI-AXIAL CONTOUR METHOD

7.1 Introduction
With very high strength to weight ratio, the heat treatable aluminium alloys which
are 2xxx, 6xxx and 7xxx series are widely used for aircraft applications. Structural
components for aircrafts are usually built-up using the different alloys. One
conventional way for joining or fastening of those different alloys is riveting.
However, there are some limitations with this technique. One of the main drawbacks
is that a component which is to be joined to another by riveting will have some
overlap, which increases the thickness at the joint and so increases the weight.
Another weak point of this method is that components subjected to riveting will
have drilled holes which result in stress concentrations.

Due to these limitations with riveting, an alternative joining method, welding, is
being evaluated for aircraft structures. Recently rapid advancements in welding
technology have made welding techniques valuable tools in maintaining the
structural integrity of engineering structures [1]. These developments also bring
about the necessity of the understanding and modelling the mechanical response of
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welds, and especially the effects of residual stresses as the local residual stress and
mechanical response in or around a weld affects the mechanical performance and
thereby structural integrity. For instance, aluminium alloys are one of the most
complicated metals to weld because of their high thermal expansion coefficients and
thermal conductivity. These result in the development of residual stresses along with
changes in the weld and surrounding parent metal properties. Hence, the residual
stress field introduced by welding needs to be fully characterized as long as the weld
region governs the structural integrity of engineering structures.

It has long been known that diffraction techniques such as X-ray, synchrotron X-ray
and neutron diffraction for residual stress measurements enable the determination of
multiple residual stress components within the body. Nevertheless, these methods
are sensitive to microstructural changes, and can be expensive and time consuming.
In particular, the structural integrity of dissimilar materials (i.e. parent and weld
materials) and microstructural variations for welded materials cause limitations for
measurement of residual stress for these diffraction techniques in weld materials [2].

The 'conventional' contour method has emerged as a very effective residual stress
measurement as an alternative to diffraction techniques [2-8]. Although it is a
destructive method, the contour method does not have the limitations which were
explained above for diffraction techniques for residual stress measurements in
welded metals. In the conventional contour method, a 2D residual stress map in the
direction normal to the sectioned surface can be calculated by means of measuring
displacement caused by relaxation of the residual stress on the cut surface.
Calculation of multiple residual stress components can be achieved by multiple cuts,
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but each cut in a body results in redistribution of the residual stress, and therefore in
practice the conventional contour method does not provide any other original
residual stress component in the body. This limitation arises from the fact that the
displacement in the conventional contour method is directly converted to residual
stress by imposing this displacement in the inverse direction as boundary conditions
on the cut surface, using Bueckner's elastic superposition principle [9] in a finite
element model.

The importance of using the eigenstrain for determination of the residual stress can

be seen in the case of having multiple cuts in the body. The eigenstrain distribution
remains the same regardless of multiple cuts being made, even if the residual
stresses are relaxed. The multi -axial contour method hence uses the assumption that
residual stresses are due to an inelastic misfit strain (eigenstrain) which does not
change when a sample containing residual stresses is sectioned. The eigenstrain is
derived from the measured displacements due to residual stress relaxation when the
specimen is sectioned. By carrying out multiple cuts, the full residual stress tensor in
a continuously processed body can be determined. In the previous chapter, the
theory of the multi-axial contour method was described and finite element
simulation of the technique was carried out to numerically verify the method for 2D
and 3D bodies.

The aim of this chapter is to investigate the capability of the multi-axial contour
method on a residually stressed sample. To provide experimental validation of the
multi-axial contour method, a weld which was previously investigated by Ganguly
[10] was chosen. The parent material in this work was 2024-T351 aluminium alloy
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and the welding was carried out using the variable-polarity plasma-arc (VPPA)
process. Investigations using the multi-axial contour method were performed to
determine the cross sectional residual stress field in the VPPA 2024 T351
aluminium alloy welded plate in multiple directions. The residual stress components
obtained by the multi-axial contour method were compared with the neutron
diffraction results obtained previously.

7.2 Materials and Specimen
The material was AA 2024-T351, which is widely used for aerospace applications
such as rivets and aircraft wings owing to its damage tolerant characteristics [11-12].
The chemical composition of the 2024-T351 alloy is given in table 7.1 (from [13]).
The typical mechanical properties of the AA2024-T351 sheet are shown in table 7.2.
The 2024-T351 aluminium alloy used in this study was welded using the newly
developed welding technique of variable polarity plasma arc welding (VPPA) by
Cranfield University [14].

The "as received" specimen was supplied as a "dogbone" specimen with 160 mm
gauge length, 350 mm full length, 80 mm gauge width, and 7.1 mm thickness. The
"dogbone" specimen was used for the neutron diffraction measurements to
determine the residual stress across the width of the specimen. A picture of the
specimen 'as received', the weld lines and the machining position of the specimen
which was used for the multi-axial contour method are given in Figure 7.1.
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Table 7.1: Chemical composition of 2024-T351 aluminium alloy
Alloy

Si

Fe

Mn

Mg

Cu

Zn

Cr

Ti

Others

2024

0.5

0.5

0.3-0.9

1.2-1.8

3.8-4.9

0.25

0.1

0.1

0.05

Table 7.2: Mechanical properties of 2024-T351 aluminium alloy
Alloy

Modulus of
Elasticity (GPa)

Poisson's
ratio

Ultimate tensile
strength (MPa)

Elongation at
failure (%)

2024

72.4

0.34

470

20

7.3 Experimental Procedures
7.3.1 Neutron Diffraction
Ganguly [10] evaluated the residual stresses in this material using neutron
diffraction measurements which were carried out on the ENGIN-X instrument at the
ISIS facility of the Rutherford Appleton Laboratory, UK [15].

Neutron diffraction is a well-established non-destructive technique to determine
strains within metallic structures [16]. The inter-planar atomic lattice distance can be
determined from the position of the diffraction peaks using Bragg's Law [17].
Measurements in the welded sample were carried out in three directions
(longitudinal, transverse and normal to the weld) to be able to compute the direct
stresses. For the longitudinal strain measurements, the gauge a volume was 2x2x2
mm3• The gauge volume was increased to 2x20x2 mm3 for measurements in the
transverse and normal directions to reduce the overall measurement time.
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7.3.2 Multi-Axial Contour Method
After the neutron diffraction measurement, the specimen was machined to produce a
160x80x7.1 mm3 block to perform the multi-axial contour method. A wire electrodischarge machine (EDM) with a 0.1 mm diameter brass wire was used for this
purpose. In order to minimize any movement during the cutting processes, the
specimen was clamped firmly by using a steel plate. Each cutting process was
performed by submerging the specimen. It took around 1 hour for EDM to complete
each cut.

A schematic of the prismatic block used for the experiment, with the Cartesian
coordinate system xyz is given in Figure 7.2. Note that weld line was chosen in the z
direction along which the eigenstrain is constant.

The block was first sectioned along the () = 0° surface and the deformed surfaces due
to residual stress relaxation were measured with the CMM. After the first
measurement, the two remaining square blocks were sectioned along their diagonals

«() = 45° and () = -45°) and the displacements were measured with the CMM. For
these experiments, the density of the contouring the surfaces by CMM was chosen
as 0.5 mm for both x and y directions. Hence, -2270 data points at each of the ()
cut pairs and -3210 measured points at each of the ()

=0°

=45° and () = -45° cut pairs

were recorded. All surface displacement pairs were then averaged to remove any
shear stress relief effects and cut path wandering as explained in the section 5.3.3 in
chapter 5. The displacement from all the three cuts was then assembled into the
displacement vector (u).
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After the experiments were completed, the full size sample was modelled by using
the finite element solver ABAQUS with a 0.5 mm x 0.5 mm mesh of reduced
integration point 4 nodes, and linear shape. The material behaviour is assumed to be
isotropic and linear elastic with Poisson's ratio 0.34 and elastic Young's modulus

72.4 GPa.

For the experimental data the order of the Legendre polynomial series was chosen as
20th order for the x direction and 3rd order for the y direction. The reason for
choosing a very high order Legendre polynomial in the x direction will be explained
in the next section. A series of known bivariate Legendre polynomial surfaces were
input into the model for three eigenstrain components (e:, e~ and e;z)' Therefore,
(20+1) x (3+1) x 3 = 252 jobs were analysed for numerically creating the
compliance matrix. Each job took about 1 hour for ABAQUS to complete the
analysis.

As the model involved 3 cut pairs (6 surfaces) and net displacement due to stress
relaxation on each sectioned surface could be calculated by subtracting the deformed
surface from the undeformed surface (before 'cut'), 12 surfaces had to be measured
for each job. Thus, 252 jobs x 12 surfaces

= 3024 surfaces were measured to create

the compliance vector. The displacements from the opposite sides of each cut were
averaged and the compliance matrix (C) was assembled.

Equation (7.1) was then solved with the inverse solution using a least squares
method, and the unknown coefficient matrix (A) was determined.
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(7.1)

Once equation (7.1) has been solved, the eigenstrain distributions in the specimen
can be calculated for all components using the determined A matrix and equation

(7.2).

e* (x, y) =

L AS(x, y),

(7.2)

where e· is the unknown eigenstrain components, A are unknown coefficients of the
series for the unknown eigenstrain component e * to be calculated, and S represents
bivariate Legendre polynomials which are the dot product of two Legendre
polynomials (S (x, y) = P(x)P(y». Note that much greater details for the theory of
multi-axial contour method and the inverse solution for calculating eigenstrain
components have been given in the previous chapter 6.

These determined eigenstrain distributions are then included in the FE simulation
and the induced misfit results in elastic strains and the residual stresses.

7.4 Results and Discussion
The averaged displacements through the thickness of the () = 0°, () = 45° and () = 45° surfaces measured by CMM are depicted in Figure 7.3. Since the displacement
along the x-direction as shown in Figure 7.3 varies significantly, the order of the
polynomial series had to be fairly high, whereas a 3rd order was adequate in the ydirection to fit. Because Legendre polynomials are smooth functions, the resulting
linear combination from the solution of equation (7.1) will be smooth and there is no
need for further smoothing. Figure 7.4 shows the data fit for the 12th order
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polynomial series to the e = 0°,

e =45° and e = -45° surfaces. A very good fit could

be obtained to the measured values and the resulting fitted displacements were
indeed smooth. The effect of higher orders of the Legendre polynomials in the xdirection (6th and 12th) can be seen in Figure 7.5 where the results at y = 3.55 mm for
the () = 0° cut surface are plotted. It can be clearly seen that the 6th order does not
capture the variation of displacement, whereas the 12th order follows the variation in
the measured displacements. This smoothness was found to be very important in
earlier investigations of the conventional contour method [7].

In order to investigate the best fit for the experiment, the order of the Legendre
polynomials was increased up to 20 in the generation of the compliance matrix. It
was however found that there was no significant change between the 12th and 20th
orders. The average error between the averaged row data and fitted data on the () =

0° surface was found to be 2.5 J.1m for the 6th order and 1.6 J.1ID for the 12th and 20th
orders.

The resulting residual stress variations on the ()

=0° surface for measured non-zero

components are given in Figure 7.6. In order to compare the results for the two
different independent techniques, the longitudinal residual stress variation through
the line at y

=3.55 mm was extracted and compared with the neutron diffraction

measurements (Figure 7.7). Calculation of the longitudinal stresses by applying the
data from the initial cut to the conventional contour method is also presented for
comparison.
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There are some differences between the results from the standard and the multi-axial
contour methods, which can be attributed to the fact that the inverse procedure used
for calculating the stress values fits all the eigenstrains simultaneously, and the
displacement matrices obtained from the ±45° cuts therefore affect the longitudinal
strains calculated. There is slightly better agreement between the neutron diffraction
data and the standard contour technique (average root-mean-square discrepancy of
17 MPa for the standard method compared to 21 MPa for the multi-axial technique).

From the comparison of longitudinal stresses measured along the line at y = 3.55
mm at the ()

= 0° surface in Fig. 7.7, it can be seen that there is a small difference

between the neutron diffraction and the contour results (especially between 60 mm
and 70 mm, where the contour results are higher than the neutron results), but
overall there was very good agreement between the two sets of results. This
difference might be due to the fact that during specimen cutting from one side, there
may be local deformation ahead of the cutting wire as a result of the local stress
relaxation, which alters the width of the cut and introduces some error into the final
stress values. As expected, Figure 7.7 shows that the weld and heat affected zone
(HAZ) regions have tensile stress character and this is balanced by compressive
residual stress in the parent material.

The transverse residual stress distribution for the line at y = 3.55 mm for neutron
diffraction and multi-axial contour method is compared in Figure 7.8. It can be seen
that the transverse residual stresses vary between ±50MPa. There is a reasonably
good agreement between two independent techniques for transverse residual stress
component despite their low variation. The nonnal residual stress component was
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found to be even smaller than the transverse one. Any small discrepancy between
the two results is probably due to the relatively small magnitude of this stress or
because the measurements were not carried out at exactly the same place as the
neutron diffraction data which is averaged over the gauge volume.

Note that the error bars on the neutron data are derived from the reported
uncertainties in the Pawley [18] refinement fitting of the diffraction spectra: other
uncertainties such as those in the elastic modulus and possible systematic errors in ao
are not included, and the total uncertainty may therefore be greater than indicated by
the error bars.

7.5 Conclusion
The aim of the present work was to apply the methodology developed by DeWald
and Hill [19] to a specimen where the residual stresses had been measured with a
well-established residual stress measurement technique. Such a validation had not
been carried out previously. For this purpose, the multi-axial contour method was
performed on a VPPA-welded sample, because the residual stresses in the VPPA
weld had been measured previously with different techniques, and the results were
consistent for all methods [5,6].

Longitudinal residual stress distributions in for both specimens at their 8 = 00
surfaces were obtained as expected. Since typical observations for VPPA weld in
aluminium alloys for different thickness of the specimens were previously reported
in [5-6, 14], longitudinal residual stress distribution for the weld material along the
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width is with the fonn of M shape as shown in Figure 7.7. The peak tensile stress is
observed in the HAZ. The reason for a tensile residual stress in and around weld
region is due to the fact that the interface between weld and parent material is
subjected to heating and the hot material is constrained by the other material during
the cooling, which causes tensile stress.

In the multi-axial contour method, a higher uncertainty might be expected in the
non-longitudinal stress components, as has been observed in a previous study [20],
where an eigenstrain series expansion was used for calculating the residual stress
components using a slitting method for fibre-reinforced metal matrix composite
material, and the uncertainties were found to be large for the non-longitudinal
residual stress components.

One possible criticism of the present work could be that the VPPA specimen used
here is not a good application for experimental verification of the multi-axial
contour method, since the transverse and normal residual stresses are small in
magnitude when compared with the major principal stress. Therefore, it is not clear
whether the variation in transverse stresses acquired by neutron diffraction is a true
variation or just noise.

Although the multi-axial contour method is a powerful technique in many aspects, it
requires great computational effort. If computing cost is taken into account, the
multi-axial contour method should only be applied on samples which fully satisfy
the assumption of this technique.
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Figure 7.1 A photograph of the "dogbone" sample for the neutron diffraction, the weld
line and the machining position of the prismatic block for the multi-axial contour
method.
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e = 0° surface along the line y = 3.55

CHAPTERS

OVERALL CONCLUSION AND SUGGESTIONS
FOR FUTURE WORK

8.1 Overall conclusion
The major aims of this project were to investigate the capability of the contour
method to measure the profile of the complete residual stress tensor and to
characterize the mechanical properties of welded joints using optical strain
measurement techniques: digital image correlation and electron speckle pattern
interferometry. The knowledge of residual stresses and the variation in mechanical
properties due to welding processes are two of the most vital inputs for the
development of tools for damage tolerant design.

The digital image correlation method in this work was applied to a stainless steel
pipe girth weld manufactured by mUlti-pass arc welding to investigate the variation
of mechanical properties using tensile tests on miniature and standard tensile test
specimens. In addition, electron speckle pattern interferometry (ESPI) was utilized
to obtain the full-field strain maps of a standard tensile specimen during loading and
compared to those obtained in the same specimen by digital image correlation in
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order to see the agreement level between two independent strain measurement
methods.

In chapter 5, the principle of the contour method was simulated using both two and
three dimensional the finite element methods. In addition, the contour method was
applied to I-pass and 3-pass groove weld specimens and the results obtained by the
contour method were compared to those obtained with neutron diffraction.

In chapter 6, the capability of the conventional contour method was numerically
investigated to calculate the full residual stress tensor in a body by means of
eigenstrain. The experimental exploration of the multi-axial contour method by
using the VPPA welded AA2024-T35I alloy was investigated in chapter 7. The
overall conclusions drawn from the work shown in the results chapters are presented
in the following sections.

8.1.1 The Contour Method
•

The numerical and experimental verifications have shown that the conventional
contour method has the capability to measure the full cross sectional map of the
residual stress component normal to the surface of interest produced by one
straight cut.

•

It has been demonstrated that the determination of the correct residual stress field
can be achieved by averaging the measured displacement field obtained from
two halves to cancel out the shear stress effect on the final result.
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•

The numerical verifications of the contour method in two and three dimensions
have demonstrated that residual stress field can be successfully determined even
if all components of residual stress or eigenstrain within a body are non-zero.

•

The numerical validation of the contour method has shown that use of an initially
flat surface in a finite element model to represent the deformed plane gives fairly
reasonable results to produce a correct residual stress profile.

•

Specimen cutting is the first and possibly the most critical step for the contour
method, as the accuracy of the results depends upon the quality of the cut[ I].

•

Since in most engineering applications, the displacement fields due to relaxation
of residual stresses are so small, the accuracy of the contour method depends on
the resolution of the displacement measurement machine.

•

Data smoothing is vital because any variation in the averaged profile due to
surface roughness produces an amplified effect during the calculation of residual
stresses. A 3D cubic-spline-based algorithm has been used for fitting the
averaged data. Experimental results on I-pass and 3-pass groove weld specimens
have shown that choosing an appropriate knot spacing density is very important.
The amount of smoothing in the contour method is chosen by minimizing the
uncertainty in the calculated residual stresses. It is expected that there should be
an optimum value for interval of the smoothing density. It has been observed that
too coarse a knot spacing would fail to capture the features in the surface and too
fine a knot spacing would unnecessarily capture noise in the data. In this work,
the amount of smoothing was selected by manual judgement.

•

It has been found that the contour method results for data smoothed with a 5x5
mm cubic spline density gave the optimum residual stress measurement for both
lone and 3 pass groove weld specimens.
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•

Tensile residual stresses in the weld region of the 1 pass and 3 pass specimens
have been measured as 250 MPa and 350 MPa respectively.

•

Comparisons between the contour method and the neutron diffraction technique
have shown good general agreement, increasing the level of confidence for these
measurements.

•

One of the main limitations with the contour method is that only one residual
stress component normal to the cut plane can be measured.

8.1.2 The Multi-Axial Contour Method
•

This work shows that the multi-axial contour method has the potential capability
to determine the original complete residual stress tensor on the first cut plane of
interest.

•

The motivation for using eigenstrain to determine residual stresses in the contour
method is that the eigenstrain remains constant upon the redistribution of
residual stress. Hence, any change in the geometry of a body alters the residual
stress distribution but not the eigenstrain. Thus, multiple cuts can be made
without changing the eigenstrain distribution.

•

Since the multi-axial contour method requires the inverse solution technique and
a least squares process to provide a fit to the data, there is no need to smooth the
averaged data obtained from the CMM measurement.

•

A Legendre polynomial, whose higher order terms (i.e. two and more)
automatically satisfy equilibrium, was used in order for the unlmown eigenstrain
components to be expressed as sum of basis functions.
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•

Numerical verifications of the multi-axial contour method on two and three
dimensional bodies have shown that the Legendre polynomials provide
sufficiently accurate results even in the case of choosing non-polynomial
eigenstrain variations.

•

The numerical validation on a three dimensional prismatic block has
demonstrated that only three components of the eigenstrain (E~, E~ and E:)
were sufficient to create a compliance matrix to obtain highly accurate results.
This is due to the fact that these three components contribute the most to the
residual stresses in a body.

•

The multi-axial contour method was applied to a VPPA welded sample and
results were compared with the neutron diffraction results. Very good agreement
between the two independent techniques was found, especially for the residual
stress in the longitudinal direction. Because of the low transverse stresses in the
chosen specimen, the validation is more subtle than it might have been in an
optimal application. It may be that the inverse procedure makes the uncertainties
larger for the non-longitudinal stresses, which has been observed before with
eigenstrain series expansion [2].

•

The principle of the multi-axial contour method dictates that the eigenstrain in
one of the principle direction is constant in order to simplify the calculations.
This is not a major drawback, as many engineering products are continually
processed, such as by cold rolling or welding. However, the multi-axial contour
method requires considerably more computational time.
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8.1.3 High Resolution Strain Mapping Using Digital Image Correlation
Technique
•

Strain mapping has been shown to be an effective way of determining the
mechanical properties of the material across the welded region.

•

It has been found that digital image correlation is a powerful technique, and with
the use of high resolution optical setup, very accurate full field strain variations
can be obtained with materials having heterogeneous properties.

•

Tensile properties in different regions of a girth weld in a stainless steel pipe
obtained using micro tensile test specimens have been found to be in good
agreement with those determined by full field strain mapping on a standard
tensile specimen whose gauge contained all the regions of the weld.

•

Experimental results have demonstrated that the tensile properties of the stainless
steel pipe girth weld were affected by the welding process over a large area
around the weld centre.

•

It has been found that the most heterogeneous region of the cross-weld
specimens were in and around the weld part where the tensile properties of the
material change dramatically at every millimetre.

•

Small differences between the results obtained from the cross-weld specimen
and micro tensile specimens may be due to the fact that the micro-sample cut out
from the weld in longitudinal direction can be elongated freely under the plastic
deformation. In contrast, in the standard sample, the surrounding material may
constrain the weld material under constraint and not allow it to elongate freely.
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8.2 Suggestions for Future Work
The multi-axial contour method appears to be a very promising technique. Since the
first experimental verifications of this method appear to have been done in this work
in the literature, there are many potential applications for the multi-axial contour
method to be useful.

Since EDM cutting is the first and hence probably the most important step for
implementation of both conventional and multi-axial contour methods, some
experimental issues may be investigated. As can be seen from the multi -axial
contour method results on the VPPA sample where the contour results are higher
than the neutron results, this difference might be due to the fact that during specimen
cutting from one side, there may be local deformation ahead of the cutting wire as a
result of the local stress relaxation, which alters the width of the cut and introduces
some error into the final stress values. Therefore, it would be useful to investigate
this effect using stress-free specimen cutting and applying the conventional contour
method. In this way, any residual stresses that are measured will be due to the local
stress relaxation.

Legendre polynomials have been used for the inverse solution problem in the multiaxial contour method. Perhaps another series expansion rather than the Legendre
polynomials such as a Fourier series would provide a better fit for the measured
displacement. Hence, it would be interesting to apply the multi-axial contour method
by using different series expansions and compare the results.
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For the numerical verifications of the multi-axial contour method, a non-polynomial
eigenstrain variation has been used as known values. It would be very informative to
model more realistic cases for the numerical verifications. For instance, if residual
stresses in a welded joint are to be experimentally determined by the multi-axial
contour method, then the corresponding welding process can be modelled instead of
using arbitrary eigenstrain variation for the numerical verification of the multi-axial
contour method prior to numerical cutting process. In this manner, the numerical
verification of the multi-axial contour method can be directly compared with the
experimental results. This example can be given for the quenching process where the
quenching process can be modelled using Finite Element at first, and numerical
verification of the multi-axial contour method can be correlated with experimental
results.

Incremental hole drilling method would be a very good choice to validate the multiaxial contour results experimentally. However, since rosette strain gauges are used
for experiments in hole drilling, there may be some experimental errors stemming
from strain gauges. Therefore, it would be very interesting if optical techniques such
as digital image correlation or electronic speckle pattern interferometry could be
used to measure strains in hole drilling experiments [3-4]. In this way, optical
methods can eliminate the majority of experimental errors caused by temperature
change, installation of the strain gauge, the measurement of the hole diameter, etc.

It would be very informative to provide an estimate of uncertainty in the
experimental multi-axial contour results. The technique used by Prime and Hill [5]
is applicable to such an eigenstrain method. It may be that the inverse procedure
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makes the uncertainties larger for the non-longitudinal stresses, which has been
observed before with eigenstrain series expansion [2]. Since uncertainty is always
important for experimental measurements, it would be worth pursuing the issue
further.

Although the multi-axial contour method is a powerful technique in many aspects, it
requires great computational effort. If computing cost is taken into account, the
multi-axial contour method should only be applied on samples which fully satisfy
the assumption of this technique.
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